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Chapter 1. 
HISTORY. 
In making a curvey of dream-literature , it i~ 
~urpri~ing to find how little of all the time and ef-
fort that ha~ gone into ~tudie~ of the dream-con~ciou~­
ne~!:' 11" '" been given over to experimental inve<"tigationCl • 
Of t h e va~ t bibliography , with which one who wi~he!'l' 
thoroughly to inform him~elf of tne hiCltory of the 
~ubject ~u~t be converpant , -a bibliography which in-
clude~ work"" in at lea"'t five modern and two claCl""ic 
lpJ.Guage~--not ~ore than a tenth concern'" itoplf ~ith 
experimental method. Of cour"'e, the fact thE'.t a pre-
occupation with the pr01)lemQ of dream" goe'" back: to a 
date much earlier than the befinning'" of tne e~verimen­
tal me thod in p"'ychol Dey , acc ountl", i '1 ~ ' F rt , for thiF! 
oituation. A'" long ago a'" Ari~totle ' q time philoC"o-
pher were intereqting them"'elve~ in the phenonena of 
""leer and dreaM"' . ut even when the "'urvey berin'" at 
a date recent enough to fall well within the experimen-
tal era, tbe paucity of exact , experimental inveqtiga-
) . J ")0 • - r.j 
tion of the ~ubject i~ notewortry . liThe phenomenon of 
drear.ling 'T , "'ay'" 6alkinf' , in her i troduc tion to a qtat-
i"'tical ~tudy of dreamp r.lade i n 1892, 1!ha .... rarely heen 
di~cuqped or invec:<tigated in a thoroueh and in an experl-
mental manner; of dec:<c:l.'iption , of theory , of dic:<cu"""'ion,. 
of poetical analcgy there ha~ bAen no end; of accurate 
oo<:-ervation , almo"'t nothing" . The ca~e iq "'carcely 
better today . 
I I 
In the hi"'torical re"'UP.le which will be c-iven in 
the pre""ent chapter , no a.ttem:pt will he in~ .. de to cover 
the whole ran~e of dream-literature; the material pr~­
"'e~ted will he limited to tho~e portion'" of the li~era-
ture that h&ve c\)llcerned thElP1"'elve~ with experimenta.l 
inve"'tigatiol1F1 of tl:e dreaM-con"'ciou"'nec:<~. An excellent 
sccou t of the widpr literature , arranged accoTning to 
theT"'p'" i'" to ()8 found jn ~he Pir'"'t charter of :Jigm1L"1d 
.l.. 
Frenu.'", epoch-mcking )ook, "l"e Interpretation of Dream q .' 
A .art of the material Lere di"'cuc:<t:led will he iuentical 
with n terial in thi'" wider hi~tory , but viII be con"'i-
dered ::rom l .. i te a i ~f'erent view-point, r.ly interet:1t 
1. 3igmmd Fr,ud •. Die ran.':1dentl1':g 1. t edittlop 1899, 
2nd edlL ""n _tc" 3rd edition 1911. ~~he Interpretation 
of Dream " . ~ 'an . by Brill. 
~. 
mainly on theory. 
In the pre co 811t re "une T "'hall take up t e ',york 
to c<howine t1.e rroere "'!", if ~my, th t. ha'" b"An made to-
v~ard tlJe wnr1rin out of auer,nate eXI)erir-,. nt,8,l Gt3'; Ou • 
::.e ,invent i ~ t.i..Ol1'" to le reviewed fall 1~pt;1 T3.11y illto two 
,~ 
well-defined main divi~ion"'; namoly, experimental inve"'-
tigetioL~ of the dreBn-con"'ciou"'ne~R thl t do not depend 
on the FreudiRn method of p"'ycho-analy~ip , and experi-
~pntal mfl thod '" dependi!'.£; l)pOn or di Tec tly c onnec ted wi th 
the Freudian. method. A~ th~ work of Freud io of com~8r-
atively recAnt date , the hiotory of non-freudian methodo 
TVill il t1 rl3vieweJ' fir ... t. 
The earlieot atteI1pt at experimental "'tudy, olf 
which I havp been ahle to find a record, i'" that of 
1 ' 
Haury (1878) , who "'e v;or~{ on the prohlem .... of dream~ ha~ 
ecome a. c18~'"'ic. althoug~l of late there ha'"' heen a 
_rowinB tendency to reject mo"'t of it ... conclu"'iqh~ a~ 
irawn fro ill<"uf.l'icient or douhtful dats. Eaving been 
- - - - - - -------
1. !{sury, A. a et lea Rove .... 
_ ar i"" , 1678. 
~~a Ie to 0 ~ in a copy of ury'~ book it~el~, I "lall 
e compelled 0 content myel!' "i"h the "'hor£ accomt 
., 
_. 
_1e exr~riment~ there 
reported .ere atteM1t Q to pro uce drea~ artificially 
in the e.leepinc nubject )y eivir. ~ tl e .... ·lbject <"on<"ory 
~mu i of an i ten"'ity gre t ellou~h' to produce ream. 
corre"pondinc to the timuli , but not of "'0 great an 
inten<"lty a~ to awe' en him. A number 0..1.. at 81!l t ro-
duced no re""lt ut hat propor . n of the total nUI!l-
er of at t ~ere thu<" un ncce fu am unable to 
i ('over. If l~aury eive" tho at, Freud ha not re-
~orted it. he imlort nce of i'" information 0 an 
ob" ou . In the unde ... tandins o~ the experiment 
atte~pt~ that wer 0 ound 0 ha een cce ful in in-
ducing dream. corre ponding '0 the <"tim i, the timuli 
u"'e' ere vi ual , a i ory , tact aI , olfactor an ther-
a . 1 e e im i ere ~rr~Ol ly pro"oed: the uo-
ct !:l. tic -Ie' .1 h a eather on i eo lip'" nd on the 
• OJ Mmd Frp.ud. "~raun ut ill " 1'1. an p.19. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
top of hi~ no~e , near him ~ciqpor~ were ~harpened on 
pincerp, cologne water wa'" put on hi'"' no~e , hip neck 
wa~ lightly pinched , a hot iron wa'"' brought nAar hiq 
face , a drop of water wa~ let fall on hi~ forehead , 
and a burning candle wa~ repeatedly focu ... qed upon him 
through red paper . Whether tli~ method involved 
~erious difficultie~ or not , and i~ it did , what the~e 
difficultiep were , doe~ not appear from Preud ' p account 
of Haury ' CO' work . ~e mu~t . however , p ~ronf:ly ",uppect 
I 
that a complete record of the cour~e of the inve ... tiGa-
tion would qhow that "erion~ ~ifficultie'"' were encoun-
tered, e~pecially in the light of the report~ of qimilar 
1-
inve'"'tigntion!'1 made later by Anc1rewp and other Q • 
2 . 
The "tudy of QreamQ which Nel"on publi"'hed 
in 1887 W8" an atte~~t to qhow the relation between 
dreamq and certain phY"'iological phenomena . 
II There i'" qooe re""erence to the artificial con-
trol of drea~ing , but no di~cu"''''ion of the method of 
1 . ro . A. Andrew"' . ""'tudie:=c of the Dream Con"'ciouone~s". 
Amer. Journ . of "'ychol. 12 . pp 131-134. 
2. Juliuq Neleoon. ITA Btudy of Dream '1 Am. J . of qychol . 
1. p . 385. 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
~uch control and no ~cientific data offered to ~how , 
whether control of dreamine i~ po~~ible or not. The 
greater part of the paper i~ taken up with de~ctirtion 
of methodR of gathering data for the inveRtieation, and 
with the conRtruction from thiR data of table~ ~howing 
the relation of the total amount dreamed daily, meaR -
ured by the total mun1Jer of words in the dream record 
of each day, to the human ~exn8.l cycle, v:hoCle climax 
i~ m[rked in the female by the menRtruul period, and 
in the male, NelRon contendR, by a reGular period 
marked by " a feeling of di"'cor.lfort general and inex-
pre~"'ible, a tendency to melancholy, indolence of the 
intellectual i'acultief! and an unuf'ual degree of ira~-
II 
ci bili ty" • He findR that in the monthly period the 
variation· in the dream-curve i'" parallel to that of the 
Rex curve. " It i" intereRting to note that in thi~ 
piece of work done fully twelve yearR before the publi-
. 
ca.t.i..on of t1.e fir~t edition of the ·'Traumdeutung". 
Freud'" central contention of the intimate connection 
between dream-phenor.lena and the phenooena of "'ex Reems 
to have been fore-~hadowed. 
In 1889 appeared Friedrich Feerwagen'~ ~tat-
1. 
i~tical ~tl1dy of dream~ and ~leep. The work wa~ done 
at the Univer~ity of 131pzic under Prof. KraepeliD. 
Thi~ writer appear~ to have bpen the fir~t to make ex-
ten~ive u~e of the ~tati~tical method a~ a mean~ for 
~tudy of dream~. In view of the fact that Heerwagen'~ 
conclu~ion~ were drawn from data collected by me an~ of 
a que~tionnaire, and al~o in view of the further fact 
that the que~tionnaire method ha~ ~ince occa~ionally 
been u~ed in the ~tudy of dream~. it may be well to con-
~ider here the value of the que~tionnaire method in gen-
eral. and e~pecially a~ an experimental method for the 
tudy of dreams. For the further purpo~eR of the 
preRent di~cU~8ion a de~cription of the method ap em-
ployed by Heerwagen. and the conclu~ion~ ob t ained will 
be ~ui~icient. 
1. Friedrich Heerwagen. "tati ti~che rnter~uchuns ilher 
Trau~e und "chlaP~ Wundt'~ Philo~ophiche ~tudieu. V. p.88. 
~he fact that experimenter and ~ubject are PO 
widely qeperBted geographically ap to make impo~~ible 
any per"'onal communication,cau"'e~ the chief ",ource<:l of 
error incidental to the queptionnaire method. They are 
the following: 
1. Chance'" of arubiguitie q in the wording of the 
point, an inqtance of a que~tion "'0 ambiguouqly worded 
that the whole maoe. of return'" to that particular qU8P-
tion had to be thrown aqide, ao not covering the point 
intended. 
2. Chanceq of miqunderqtanding of t .,e gueqtion-
naire ~ the ~ubject, By which I refer, not to miq-
under~tandings ariqing fro~ the wording of the queqtion-
naire, but to thoqe ari"'ins from ~one incorrect reading 
of it by a carele~~ ~uhject. The worot feature of the 
difficulty io that t~e mi"taken nature of the anpwer may 
not be apparent to the experimenter, a o it often io in 
the ca~e of an ambiguity in the queptionnaire, where a 
number of replie'" have all been made on ti'le ba~iq of 
I 
the ~ame miC!'i;akfiI1 interpretation of what Wl1eo required. 
3.. Chance,!=! of the ~ubject ' ~ givil£ incorrect or 
onll roughly correct and accurate intro~pection~. TIere 
ieo , of c our~e , a great cour~e of error. ~hen the re-
plieC! to que"'tionp a~ked mu ... t be made " a eo they mu"'t 
often he made, from the data of retro"'pecticn, rather 
than from that of im~ediate intro"'pection, imme~C!e pro-
babilitie8 of error ariqe. Even with the beeot-trained 
and ~o~t interepted and careful obeoerverC! eouch error 
cannot be wholly obviated, and with le~~-trained and le8~ 
inten~ely intere~ted obeoerverC! the probability rieoep al-
mo~t to certainty. 
4. Chance eo of miqunder""tanding of the ""ubject'p ~­
plie? Ez the experimenter. The poq~ibilitie8 of am-
hieuoueo writing are obviouC!ly not all with the experi-
menter. The C!ubject, being ueoually much leqeo accup-
tomed to expre~C!ing himC!elf with exactitude, often 
makeC! hi"" reply in equivocal terms. 
For the qtudy made by Heerwagen five hundred 
queC!tionnaire'" were ""ent out, of which four hundred and 
~ix vere returned more or le~R completely an~wered. 
The per~on~ who~e replie~ were u~ed in compiling the 
~tati~tic~ were divided into three principal Lroup9;-
(1) Per~on~ of the male ~ex,with the exception of 
qtudent q , 113 per~on~; (11) Students, 115 per~on~; 
(Ill) Per~on~ of the female Rex, 142 per~on~. The 
queption~ bo be an~wered were al~o ~eparated into 
trree principal headingr under the caption~; (1) 
Dream~, (11) 31eep and (Ill) Work, Nervous Di~poRi~ion 
and Tempera::lent. 
Under divi~ion ~l) were a~ked the following que~t-
ion~--
1. Do you dream every nieht, often, ~eldom or never? 
11. Are your nream~ very vivid? 
111.I~ it po~"ib1e for. u fully to recall the content 
of -'our dre.am~ after avm. (enine? 
Under (11) ~leep--
1. At what hour are you accu~tomed to go to bed? 
11. At what hour are yon accnmtorned to ri~e? 
111.Are you "till tired after wakeni~~ jn the morn-
ing? Do you become tired aarly in the evening? 
IV. A out how much time do y"'u need for going to 
<"leap? 
v. Do you ~leep through the entire night without 
way-enine? 
VI . ' I~ your ~leep deep or light? 
ea~y to awaken you? 
I~ it hard or 
VJ.1. Can you [;0 to "'leep whenever ~,ou wi"'h lturing 
the day? 
Vlll . Are you accu"'to~ed to ~lee~ during the cour~e 
of thp. lay? 
Under (Ill) Work , Nervou~ Dic-po~ition . Tempera-
!!lent--
I . At wlEt period of thA day i~ mental work eac-i-
e~t for ,vou? 
11 . Of what ~ort ie< thiN work? 
Ill . Do you "'u~fer at the pre~ent ti~e fTO~ any 
nervou~ trouble? 
IV . rlhat i~ your temperacent? Sanguine , choleric . 
phlegmatic , melancholic? (1:his qlls"tion ,-ill be 
be~t anc-~ered by a near relative or clo~e acquaint-
ance. ) 
Heerwa5en reporteo that in order to arrange 
-~ -
the return'" for almo"'t anyone of the que~tionq «=l0 f-ohat 
they ~hould be u~able for "'tati"'tical ~urpoQe~ , con id-
erahle interpretation on the part of the experimenter of 
the received an"~er'" wa'" nece~"'ary. For example , the 
an"'wer'"' toque'" tion 11 under the fir",t headirc , "Dreame'! 
Le . Are your dream'" very vivid? v.erl3 r:to"'tly neither 
an unqualified "ye"''' nor an unqualified "no", but I!luch 
more frequently "'uch o.ualified "'tatementq a~ "almoqt al-
way~" , "f'lo<"tly" , ""'eldom" . "u"'ually not" , etc. In 
"'nch a caqe "almo"'t alway"''' . ' "P.lo"'tly" were i"lcluded by 
Heerwagen under the rubric "~Te"''' . and "u"'ually not" , 
""'eldom ll , etc. u .... lder "noll . Other que~tion'" pre<1ented 
~till greater difficultie'" of interprebation, ~uch , for 
il..<1tance. a'" que",tion lV , under the qecond heading 
IlSleep", i.e . About how much eleer- do y ou find nec8"''''ar r<;l 
"Thi'" que<"tion ," ",ayo '1€erwagen" will rai"'e a "'u!'Ipician 
in the reader with re~pect to the po"'",ibility of a correct 
reply. I my"'elf do not; maintain that the a~fliGned nUI!l-
ber~ on the average repre"'ent the actual time~ ought for. 
The great ma"'<=: o! number'" will be, a .... I think , too la.rge. 
But ~ince I only wi"'hed to make certain whether one 
group of per"'on'"' vvould need rr.ther nore .... leey) than 
another , the an",wer'" received will be found u~eful for 
In the ca~e of que .... tion 11 , under 
Work , Nervou'" Di<:<pof'litiol1 and Tenperament , the whole 
ma~'" of return'" had to Ie thrown a~ide . a!'! the que ... tion 
l)roved to have been un~uitably formulated , and its 
meaning differently interpretated in the different re-
plie!'! . Eeerwagen ~eem~ to have heen exceedingly cau-
tioup in the u~e of hi'"' data , but it can readily be un-
der"'tood t})at re~u::.t ... obtained from "'Hch mRtp.rifil a!!' 
that ju"'t de~cribed can ~e acce~ted only a'" holding 
within certain wide limit"" and in the complete ab"'eno e 
of reQult'" from more eY.8ct metl1odp . 
The author comep to the following definite 
concluroiofl"': 
1. That there exibt!'! a far-reaohing difference be-
tween the "'exe'" with re ... ~ect e"'pp,cially to the vivid-
ne f! of dream'" and thp. derth 0: "'leep . 
a. IT 100~entr 1113 find'" "have , in general , 8 very r:lUch 
lie;hter type o:f "'leep than men , and drean. very rnuc);1 
oftener1T . 
b . ~ith re~pect to the ability to recollect dream~ , 
the e;roup of Students hold a mmddle po~ition between 
the men and the wooen , the womRn eine; be"'t able to 
recall , and the men lea"'t . 
c . The vividne"'''' of dre"lI'1~ i"' , ljke the frequency , 
sreater with the group of "'tudent" than with the men . 
and great e"'t with the women . 
d. .:ompn , in eeneral. need "'1ore <"lee} than men . 
ll~ That neverthele~s there exi~t oertain unifo rmi-
ti~~ between the ~exe~ ir t matter of dream" and 
~leep. 
a. The dream~ {of both exe are more vivid in 
light than in heavy ~leep • 
. b. The time neoe"'~ar;y for going eo closp i"- about 
alike for the three group • 
other conclu"'ion~ than tho"e concerning the 
difference. between the ~exeCl are the following: 
a / Dream Cl are more freque~t with tho"e who "'leep 
lightly than with tho~e ~lO "leep heavily , ~everthelp"'CI , 
with the approach of ao~e dreaIDP become fewer thou~h • u 
~leep i~ lighter. In general the frequency of dretlm~, 
which in chiJdhood wa~ ~light, grow~ ~reater rapidly 
witt age, reache~ a maximuM in the year Cl etwoen tl1nnty 
and twenty-five, and after that fall~ off again. 
b. In gene'ral everywhere tho vividneC"~' of dreaI!lCl 
~howCl it~elf clo'"'ely connected with their frequency, 
while the ~reater de!th of ~lpep conditicn~ only n pro-
portionally iD"ignificant decreape of their vividne Cl ? 
c. Per<:"on Cl who dream often are better ahle to reI:lem-
ber their dreamt:! t l1an tho'"'e who dream oeldom. riC! 
may, hrwever, ~e due in part to the fact that many peo-
pIe probably reported that they '"'eldom dream, meant 
Climply that they could seldom rememher their dreamCl • 
d. 'the dreamC" of per"'orl'"' wLo '"'lpe:p liehtly are better 
remembered than tho~e of r-er'"'on, who ~leep deeply. 
A. queqtionnaire method of a much lep'" formal 
1. 
variety wa'"' that uoed by Yve Cl D81age in 1891 for hiQ 
A'"' far a~ one can 
1. Yve" Delage, E'"'C"a:i :-Our La the orie D'l Reve. ~ evue 
Scientifique, July 18 Jl. pp 40-48. 
judge from the aCCDl nt t he Buttor [iveEl . no written 
li~t of que~ti0n~ wa~ circulated . but he himoel~ !!lade 
per"'onal inquiry among hi'" friendC! and acquaintance~, 
whoC!e replie~ he carefully notpd . Of hi~ method . he 
him"'elf "'ayg , TIThe attemlt to gather document!=! ulon 
thio ~ubject i'" delicate , and demando prudence and tact . 
When in t errogated certain pert'!on~ will affirm , without 
~eriouC!ly con"'lltin~ their memory . what ~eemo mo",t natu-
ral to them , and it then coC!t~ their pride "'omething to 
deny it. i'i ther~ , 2.e .... q anxiou'" to be truthful tl:an to 
excite ad~iration by po .... ing a .... men , More often a'" wornel , 
of a lively .... enroibility. affirm hat "'eem .... mo"'t likely 
to irnpre"'C! the hearer , throueh not unilerNtand~ng , per-
har"' . all t e importance of the que~tion. On the other 
ha' d , one feare! to lay to the aCcol nt of ~mall inaccurar 
ci8'" of t if'" C!ort all reC!~o~e~ contrary to the rule. 
~o ohtain u"'e£'ul document .... one mu~t addre ~ per~on"" 
~nown to be of a re:lectivo turn of min and · accu omed 
to Q~arnine quc~tion'" irnpartiGIIy . an ne mu t ~oe to it 
that they u~Jer~tan all the imrortance "hlch attache 
to the quet"!tionr. . !l . ~i"''''' . Calkin'" ca11 q the Delage 
,.,tudy Tla report of accurate oh"'errr.tion'! , hut t'lE' method 
a .... a ra.tber inaccurate form of the inaccurate que",tion-
naire method , ~carcely Merit" tbe u"'e of "uch term"'. ,. 
Al t:r oueh I;url,ortinc:; to be experimental in 
!!lethod , a If'ree part of the e .... qay re,:;o.rd'" theory only , 
and it i"' , indeed , ratter with dreaM-explanation than 
with dream-ae"'cri~tim that Delage i .... chiefly conderned . 
iq four princiral conclu"'i0n ..... however , are 
wor th onr no tice, ". nee the:'" '""'erve tore illi'orc e the 
1-
theory of Robert, advanced in 1886 , t which we .... hall 
heve occa"jon to rp.fer in co' nection wit. mettod'" co-
vered ir: the '"'econd c11apt,er . :::1.e conclu<"'iol1!" follovl: 
1 . A'" a. eeneral rule , tl:e idea'" w\icr. have ob,.,e,., .... ed 
bhe mi nd durin;:; waking Ii fA do not re turn in drea.n ..... 
2. Al impre .... ,.,ion 11 .... <"'0 muuh the better chance to 
provoke a dream a'"' it he'" been le ........ conC"'uiou"" and more 
vivid. 
1. Rooer t , 'V . Der "r urn AI"! Jaturr.ot 'endiC" eit r lart. 
1886. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
U!=1 , tte '"'ad rather than the gay return in Jreau'"' . 
4 . It i~ n ce~ qery , i1 order that an idea or an 
irv\pre"''''ion '"'hall retu'l"n in e. dreaM , t1.at the attent ion 
""hal l not have been fatigue~ at tle moment of thr per-
cer tion . It mu'"'t oe captured in "'pite of it .... elf , not 
cow"trained by tte \,ill iiO PLate it"'elf . , 
_. 
mba work of Calkin~ in tLe ,..tati~ti~al .... tuGy 
o~ ~r~am"" pu li"'Leu in 1892 afford'" Int erep t ing matRrial 
the "'oMe~hRt ~imilar .... tudy of Heer~aron already repo' ted . 
Hi"''"' Ca.lkin~ eathered ber nstArial net h~ mr:lan'"' of a 
que~ti(jnnaire "'erit out tc a lare-e numOAr of :r>eople 0 
Qcattered a to e out~ide the per"'onal reach of the ex-
rerimen t er , ""JUt f ro'! r ec l)rdc:: 0;: elr ,q " ... or ~ Cd. or _"u.:l· :ur 
~ix or ,'i.:;ht 'eeko oy on y two rerc::c· "' , ',he 8.J1.per iJl'l.enter 
contact , and y,Lo"'8 Met .00<" of mal\in~ drearil-l e .... cril tiDn 
"'1:e rl.i..jht to .... ome ext..er t.. control . ~I E: Co.lkin~ . n-
v8"":;igatiOll, £ t Olleh La u ateC' :,",rom t e obt:lervaL.i.ol. of 
1 . Cal'.i. -, C. A. .... tatintic .... 0_ Dream'"' . AMer. J . cj 
ychol . ~ . pp. 311 -~43. 
i"'- ro~~orui,:)nI:Jly i's\ve r "'u1 ~ect .... , cover'" tl e field of 
dream y>r 01~lef'lC! in a ;:Iucr. 'lor") thorou[;h and '3xllan'"'tive 
fa'"'~ion th~n the earlier ~~udy, nd tRke .... bottor ac-
count. i n the :ntcrpretation of r e "ult,.., of the QiC!ad-
va~tnge~ peculi~r to the method e . ~loy8d. 
~.let; :1o .:i." , <"~.t;; c-a.- , " Vlh"l vF)ry '"'i!'llle: to l'ecoru each. 
no' , ... Jt, in"1e iately cftp.r '.'V'"kiTf from a dream , evel~y rc-
mePi'1EJrAc1 fAsturo of it." --- "It will lie well", C"tJe a(1.(1'" , 
't o i D-:icate C::OT:l8 of the dif:Lmlties". 
,'::':1 f:icul ty ~he find C'< ic:: thRt of recalling the dream"1. 
"Sometimoe the <"light movement of reaching for paper 
and pencil <"eem!'! to diC"c:.<i2)ate the dres.m-memory , and one 
i"1 left wi th the tantalizillG c on"'ciouC!ne~~ of ::avine 
lived through an intereptins dream-experience , of v.hic h 
one haq not the fainte .... t me"'lOr;Y' . yet to delay m:til 
.norning the record of a dream , ""0 vivid that one feelp 
"'ure of rernernheri ne it , i .... upually a fatal error" . 
There i<1 al 0 tIlO o':':ficulty of an exhau"'tive enumera-
tive co c u~ion"" fro T.iewc: 
o 
., ~':;.e pov,'pr 0: rf"col .ee tl on'; 
'" e al "', 
HoveoV'er . the very effar t to 
record may well tend toward an increa"'e of the n~ ar 
of dreamq. II ___ "Finally , the '" tudl'm t of dream'" i'" in 
daneer of readhlG ir:to hi'" clrc8d f!lncr. that i charac-
terietic of the waking ccn~ciou"'ne~p , "'omethlL~ a" one 
interpret.., an animal'c' action<=: hy ole' .... ovm. 1I T.he 
~ide Detho601o~ical differe CE 
talne . 
~t~~Ar of amcu.lt n' vividne"'" of 
real'li ~". 
touch u!l0n <,,'x or Er....,e d':+' Tenee"", : :. 2.c~ 
lA ~ -nc :1." ',. 0 ..... ele ... teli 8'" eet of thp roblen, and 
cover a mob ;::;reater variety 0:: c1e'\...ate TOint . 
. ith re'"'pect to the di:::: renee in 're :"ling 
I 
vdth different period'"' 0: the nic11t, and ,,~:.t 1 the de}1th 
o~ .... lecp , the ro .... ult,.. of the two inve .... tigat~on~ ar€: 
~lightly different. Ju .... t how vital thi~ difference 
i~, however . it i~ hard to .... J , con .... idering a very real 
and very pregnant confuC"'ion into whic'll 1)oth vniter 
fall in the collection and ihterpretation of their 
data. Thi~ con~u""ion ~hov"" it .... elf und~r two a pect~ ; 
.p·r .... t _ .1 , a neglect to di .... tinguj .... h clearly bctween a char-
ac teri -tic of n.ream q --'.'inieL wil] call, for brevity 
and convpn ' ence , their "m91'lOra ility"--and. their vivid-
ne-~; and .... econd . a fai~ure to .... ne the jjfference be-
tween "memorahili ty" aml frp quency. I <=!hould hardly 
o~n"'i(ler it ':rrth v:hile, fer r:lY >renent PUTJ)o"'ca . ~o 
':0 i:1.to thiC! confu"ion . in an atte:'1}Jt to make clear the 
t~o matter were one merely of re .... ult ..... Mett.odologi -
ea ly , nO".iever . the di ... t,jnctioIl are important . and 
will repay careful treat~ent . 
How , then, Joe'" the "memorahili t~ ... " of the 
dream d.~ ar from it~ vivi(l~'le Once we have 
clearly formulate} the rruprotion , the an"'wer i"" not far 
to !'leek. 
~ I Calkin"" , i ~ Ler re""ume 0:' the difficult eo 
of dream- .... tudy , "'eeme" for the moment to :have he8::l clear-
l.:l aware of thi'" difference. IIlro delay'!, "'he "'ayq , 
"till morniYlg , tbe record 0:: a dream .... 0 vivid t1.at one 
feel'" .... ure of remenbering it , i"" u .... u81 y a fatal error." 
Yet , later . in drawing conclu"'ion'" fro!:, her data "'11e 
ma e .... the renark ~h8t ITthe degree to '.hieh a dream i q 
recalled" "'erve co at:! He eonvenipnt , tbough not an ab-
"'olute tet'!'t of the vividlle"''''' of the dream." It needs 
only a ittle care:'ul ob .... ervation of one'" own dreamq 
UO ""how that in many' ca!"'e~ , where thl3re i'" reJollectlon 
of t e occurrence 0:' a vivid dream-cx_erienc9 , there 
renainq in tbe memory a~""olute T no ve"'ti~A whatever of 
the content of the dream . 
can be te~te by mean" 0:' Bny other JreBm-~haracteri -
tic , £L lm "'trongly convinced t~at E'" ~irect n firot-
hand a re~ ort can 1)c made of ~c..,i vidne'" characterL-
tic of dream'" a'" of the ctaracteri~tic of memorability. 
"! erlOrabili ty" and frequency ean be quite ar 
Here ~Aerwagell come clo"e to 
feelinG tho danger of confu"ion when he ""c"'Y"" , a pror;o8 
of the difference'"' between the abili ty to remernl)er 
their dream~ of rer"'ol1<"' who dreaM often and tho"e who 
dream roeldor.l , that "many pe ople FcooFbl;'i repor ted that 
they "eldorn dreaM , when they meant ~ir.lplJ that they 
can .... eldom remember their (lreaI'l"l . 11 "'u+- even thi"l 
di .... tinction i" "lightly be~ide the pOint. Calkin~ 
hit .... the center of the target ~ten .... he caution~ the 
experimenter again~t .... uppo .... ing that he ~tuuie" dream~ 
whene he really <"tudie" only " dr"eamq at> rer1embered" . 
In her ca!'!e , tl:e apparent confu<"ion in the dra"~ving of 
conclu"'ion~ concerninc the frequency of dream~ i!'! not 
&. real confu"'ion , lJut ari'"'e q rimpl ;i from her neglect 
bo ~tate clearly that ~he rn~an"' , not frequ~ncy of 
drea..'1l<" , but frequency of rememhered drean'"' . 
Heerwaeen ' q conclu"'ion~ in the matter of the 
depth of "'leep and difference~ in dreaming, follow: 
A~ reeard~ vividne~~ - -
1. Dreamp are more vivie in light than in heavy 
"'leep. 
1 
r 
1 c 
11 . 
o 
i 
r 
ba~i~ of vividne~~ , a~ dreaD~ were judged vivid in pro-
portion a~ they were well or ill rPMembered . 
Be"ide~ th~ conclu"ionq that are comparable 
with thoqe of Heerwagen , Calkin~ ' . re~ult" cover a field 
left untouched in the previou" work. Dba believe 
qhe ha" eqtabli~hed a clo~e connection etween the 
dream-life and the wakimr-li:e , and the "e"''''ential con-
gruit y" of the former with t:e latter . In only ll~ of 
the dreamq "tudied i q it impo~"ible to d~~cover "uch 
connection . 3he verifjee the tendency 0: the unim-
;ortant event~ in our wa~in life to rearrear in our 
dream~. ut ~he find" it impo"pihle to calculate ac-
curately the in:luence of the time of a drRam upon the 
egree to \";hich it iC" a<H'ociated wi th the waking ex-" or-
ience. 
A'" to the material of dream~, a very mall 
proportion, ~he find~, can be ~hQwn to include any 
~en"e perception"'- ¥ith re"pect to imagery , there i. 
a ~trikillg preponderance 'of vi"ual i~a.ery. Word-
(lream~ are VAry frequent , the word"! bing "Il)oken , 1 eard , 
read and ~ometime written . 
Drearn~ are -Pound to abound in in .... tanceFl of 
fel"'e memory. 
Real thought sccur'" in dream"' . 
The emotional -luality of dream'"' varie'" great-
ly with diffp,rent per .... on'" and with different condition~ • 
. 
On one of thp. point'"' covered by Calkin'" in the 
work ju .... t reviewed , the <"tndy by E. B. Titchener , pub-
liphed a year later , offer~ intererting compari"'on. 
Titchener ' C! experiment'"' concerned tlJem"'elve~ with the 
attempt to produce dream'" arttficially by auto-<"ugge q -
tion. T<'yery precaution wa'" taken to avoid the oc-
currence of 'lpre~entati ve" , tha t i q , peripherally 
arou"'ed dream"'. The mouth wa'" thoroughly w8"'hed Ott , 
night" were choaen fer the work when there wa'" no in-
digeC!tio'1 , etc. On two out of three night"" the 
attempt wa~ unC!ucce"''''ful. On the third night a"per-
fectly good taRte" drearl occurred . A re}l1rt of a 
aecond "']Jch dream wa~ tr nl"l"litted to him by another ob-
"'erver. Later three different 0 ~erver~ "'ent recorda 
of dream", of ta ... ting that were not , a'" far a'" they cOlud 
make out , of the "prel:!entative" type, hut were net 
auto-"uggeqted. 
Unlike Calkin"'l , who findl:! that "a very qmall 
proportion of clreaI!l1'! can he found to include "'encoe-
perception", Titchener conclude q that lithe influence 
of external cotimuli u110n the cour~e of dreaf1ine is 
f probably univerqal . 
Weed , ~allam and ~hinney followed clo~ely 
the line'" of the earlier CalkinC! ... t1~cly jn their II .... tlldy 
of the Dream-concciou"'ne!"~". (1695 ... he work waC' 
undertaken at:' [3 "'ort of check upon the reoult'" pre-
viou"'ly obtained. On tt.iq account on y ~uch re .... ult. 
a" either confir~ed or contradicted tho"'e of CalkinC' 
Viere reI'orted. Rather more ca'"'e q of peripherally 
arou~ed dream'" were reported in the~e t1an in the Cal-
ki~B reQult"' , and in nearly one-third of the cal:!e the 
pr8 Qentation wa~ experimentally induced. Eov,ever , 
v.ith all of the obC"erycr~, dream-imagery i'" found to 
occur ~p.r more often than dre m-perception. 
The exintence of a co!~ection betwp.p.n t e 
dream and the waking life, which Calkins had aq~erted i~ 
here confirmed1 On the other hand, ae~thetic enjoy-
ment, of which Calkin~ found no trace in the dream~ ehe 
~tudied, made it~elf evident in the~e dream-experience~. 
Mi!!!~ Val}:in~' aC!!'!ertion that "the ~leep of the middle 
of the night i." in no (!enqe a dreamle"!" "'leep': i'" "'ub-
~tantiated, a~ i(! the a""'ertion that paramne~iam i~ 
common. "Explici t rea~oning and thinking have occurred 
00 certainly in the dream~ of all the ~ubject~ that it 
i~ po~"'ible to deny dogmatically the frequent ."tatement 
that dream~ are characterized by the entire ab"'ence of 
thought. 
In connection ~ ith a larger piece of experi-
mental work on enforced in"'omnia and it(! phy~iological 
and p"'ychological effect.", Patrick and Gilbert (1896) 
give deqcription~ of rough experiment~ made by them on 
the conditioning of dreamq by the depth of "'leap . 
Their re~ult~ "confirm the opinion that dream'" are the 
product of light "'leep, re preqenting, indeed, the re-
inotatement of con~ciouqne"'''' after the early and pro-
found leep. They allowed their C!ubject q , who were 
at the end of a ~leep-fa~t of about ninety hour~, to 
~it with head ~upported be~ind, and to ~leep for per-
iod~ of thirty qecond~, one minute, three minutes, 
etc., then awakening them and a~king for their dream~. 
No dream~ were obtained in any ca~e. If the period 
wa~ le~~ than , one minute, the ~ubject qometime ~ had 
a hazy memory of ~omething like a dream, which ould 
not be put into wordg. If the ~leep wa~ longer, 
it wa~ apparently prolound and dreamle~~. The 
Gilbert-?atrick dream-experimentation wa q not the 
main purpo~e of the inve~tigation a~ undertaken and 
the reBult~ are admittedly ba~ed on a very qmall num-
ber of ob~ervatione. 
In 1899 there al peared a book on dream~ that 
wa~, within a few yearq after it~ publication, to re-
volutionize all the method M of dream-qtudy. It wa~ 
Sigmund Freud's book "The Interpretation of Dream~r 
(Die T28umdeutung). No ~tudent of the dream-~tate 
can afford to ignore the Freudian theory and method, 
Whatever he may think of it~ validity. Connected 
o. 
a~ the theory wa~,~o clo~ely with the theory of hyq-
teria and other p~ycho-patholofical .conditionq, the 
intere~t the work arou~ed waq not confined to pqycho-
logiqtq, and qpecialiqtq in the field of dream-Cftudy , 
but waq extenaed to the whole meclical profe!!l .... ion. 
Many and bitter have been the war~ waged over Freud'~ 
central contention, a~ over the detail!!l of hiq methodl 
We ahall now pau~e to ~ee what hi'" theory i"', and to 
make a brief ~urvey of the method. I can do no 
better than to quote at thi~ point the re"'ume of the 
aardinal point'" in the Freudian theory given by Maeder. 
(I tran",late from the French of the "E"''''ai d'lnter-
pretation de Quelque~ Revet!lTT. ) "The dream i~ not 
the product of a diqordered mental activity, but rather 
the re",ult of two antagoni",tic force~; the compromi~e 
between a de"'ire, almo"'t alway~ repre~?ed, unknown to 
con~ciou"'neq~ in the waking "'tate, but tending to 
realize itqelf, and a cenRor that arre~t~ it'" paqqage 
qO 8R to modify it according to it'" exigencie~. The 
modification~ impoqed by the cenqor diqligure the 
dream. (Deformation of . the dream). We muqt di~tin-
I. 
gui~h from the dream itQelf a~ we know it, the material 
of the dream, --infini t .ely richer than the content of 
the dream, a material which one may obtain by letting 
the dreamer a~~ociate over all the element Q of the 
dream taken ~ucce~Aively. The analyqi~ conRiet~ in 
bringing to light thi~ material from which one may 
draw the dream'~ interpretation. The dream i!:t a 
tran~lation, RO to ?peak, from a comprehmn~ible lan-
guage (the material) into another which i~ not com-
prehenAible without analyQi~. The proce~Re~ utilized 
for the deformation, which i~ the m09t important work 
(whence the name 'the elaboration of the dream'), are 
e~qentially conden~ation, tran~poRition or diRplace-
ment, and dramatizatio~. 
CONDENSATI ON i s the fusion of etranee element~, 
having Qome common point, into one. 
Di8~LACEM]rr1 T or TRANSFERENCE i s the tran~ference 
of the intere~t from the ideaC! with an emotional 00-
efficient to th"ee which are ·indifferent. 
DRAMATIZATION i . the tran~formation of an idea 
into a ~ituation. 
One may di"ltingui""'h three type~ of dream~: 
1. Thoae which are the manife~t realization. not 
veiled. of an unrepre~oed deoirel Infantile type, 
Sometimes found among adult~. 
2. Dreamo which are the veiled realization of a 
latent and repre~~ed de~ire. 
mo~t frequent. 
The~e dream~ are the 
3. Dream~ that repre~ent the poorly veiled repre-
~ent~tion of a repreAPed de~ire. 
Detailed critici~m of·'lThe Interpretation 
of Dreamo" I ahall re~erve for my oecond chapter. A 
word may. however, very properly be aaid in thi- con-
nection ao to the value in general of the material 
given in the boo1!. Freudiano maintain that IlThe 
Interpretation of Dreamo" it!! the fountain-head of 
knowledge for thoae who would form a critical appre-
ciation of the merit~ of the Freudian hypotheoi~ and 
method. Thi~, the book very certainly i"'" not. In 
the whole length of the four hundred and eighty odd 
· page~ of the Engli~h tr [-; n~lation, not one dream ill! 
handled in a really exhau~tive fa~hion, ~o a~ to ~how 
the whole cour~e of the p~ycho-analyqi~, the ~ort and 
amount of que~tioning by the experimenter that wa~ 
nece~qary to the diqcovery of the meaning of the 
dream'~ lI!ymboli~m, etc. The only dream~ of normal 
per~on~ that are reported are a few of the author'. 
own, and the~e are made almo~t impo~~ible to follow 
by the omiQ~ion of important part~ of the interpre-
tation. 
1. 
Andrew~ , in 190 , adapted to her need~ and 
u"'ed the text devi~ed ~y lonroe for artificially pro-
duced drea "' . Vi~ual "'en"'ation~ only were u~ed . 
The material'" were "'mall ~quare"" of coloren gla cr , four 
~y four inche~ , green and red , illuMinated from behind . 
Similar equareC'l of colored paper 'her~ a1"'0 u .... ed , and 
two C'limple col ored litho raph"' , one of a mounted hor~c-
woman , the other of a woman ~urrounded by flower.... The 
procedure wa~ C!imple: T1JU .... t be:'ore ..joing to bed the "'ub-
ject~ (c:<ix 'Velle~ley "'tudent'" looked ::ixedly for five 
rlir .. uter:o at the coler .... , t.n for ten minute'" at the pic-
ture", . l1 
l1h±8 method :1i ...... A erew~ doe"l not think the 
be~t that can e imagined . Ehere are , "'he "'8..:1'''' , "i'un-
damental difficultie'" vvLieb C!erioll<"ly affect the value 
of C'!uch eX!leriI!lentation upon even the trained ob .... erver . 
I 
There i~ the di"'advaatage attendant upon all inve"'tiga-
tion in which a per"'on experiment~ upon him elf; there 
i<:o the further objection that timulation and "'uppo ed 
re"'ult are "'eparated by a conr:oideral>le interval of time , 
Andrew" , G. A. 
and finally there i" the la.ck of any ob<"erver of the 
attendant condition~.ll 
If_he ideal method!! , ..,he eoe'" on to ~ay, "would 
provide for the excitation of the dreampr through audi-
tory, olfactory or denJ<l "'tlml)li, ay::plied b T the exyeri-
menter at different pe£iod~ during the night . The 
practical dii'ficl4ltie'"', however, <"eenl to be all but in-
~urrlountable. ~e have u"'ed, for 1.: <=! tanct:. J lu""ic - boxeq , 
[ently pla:iing, inten':"e and ]leav~ odor'" and cool "'urfac-
el=l, for the immediate ~timulation of dreamp; but l~ave 
failed, in every irJ."tance , through prematurely waking 
the dreamer." 7e "'hall our~elve~ have ~omethin0 to 
Clay concerning thi<"l method, in our oVln later di"'cu"'~ion. 
By u~e of the adapted Honroe rletho , the fol-
lowing re~ult~ were obtained. nhe traibed "'ubject , 
hhe author , had dream'" l)J.·oh&bly C"uggec:oted by the ,..timuli 
on three out of four night ct • Anotter "'ubject bad 
<"ugeeClted drea"1~ on two out of four night .... tI'Lere v.ere 
three ca'"'e'" c drea~'"' probably · "ueeeC"ted by the oxperi-
ment of a p~~viou'" night, f Lte bbher C"ubject~, 
there were two who had one dreR~ , each apparent l y ~ug­
ge~ ted by the ~tirJ.Uli , and two WIIOf' e dream~ C'!eemed 
unaffec ted . 
In di~cu~~ing the~e re~ult~ Andrew~ ob~erves 
bhat there were ~ot ~ufficient record~ for even a ' ten-
tative conclu~ion . 
Be~i e e the reC'!ul t~ of the ex~erinent~ on hr-
tificially produced drear'lir:e , Andrew'" [ive"" re"'ultR 
obtai led fron "'tatiC'!tic ~ cOMpiled from record~ of her 
own drear.1C'! on one l:undred and eighteen "'ucce"'~ive nic;htC'!. 
90~ of the dream"! were clearly "ugge"'ted by waking ex-
periences , more than one bal f by the occurrence"! of the 
"'arne week , one hal f referred to the iml. e iate environ-
ment and two th i rd~ to the people of everyday life . 
3he finde evidence of vi"'ual , uditory, olfactory and 
cu~tatory flreamC'! , their relative frelluencie~ being in 
their order Be- lHHe enumerated , greate"'t for vi"'ual and 
leB~t for eu"!tatory . Her drenIDC'! , a~ regards 
"'how di"'comfort rathe r than phy"!ical ~ain , and emotion 
""he find" to be R"" vivid p..nd ,..trong ... in ",-aIring life , 
and often ... tronser . Ae"'thetie pleaqure i"' , for her , 
? 
~he a~~ert~ , a real and an imp~rtant part of dream plea~-
ure. rhere wers thirty four clpar ca~8~ of reaconine 
on argument. 
~he nethod of drea~-~tudy u~ed hy Andrew~ in 
tbe portion of b~r inve"ti 0 ation ju~t reviewed; that i~ , 
accurate ob~ervation of one~ own dream experience~ ex-
clu~ively. ba~ been u"ed by other autlor~. It has 
the obYiour di~advantag;e'" of ___ iving at be"'t no general 
but only individual eonclu~i0n~. and 'eMand'" chec lng 
for r€liahilit~ aLd generality with r8"'ult~ of the "arne 
"'ort obtained by other" • 
.An experimental Qtud~' 0 1 the CLPlltlJ of C'!leep, 
1. 
publiC'!he in 190~ by De Saneti and Neyroz , ~ive'" ~ome 
interenting material on dreru~Q. <nhe a.mount of pre. -
~ure on the C"u11jeet ' '" forehea(l that v.a" found neee Clary 
to produce " .... ubcon~ciou'" reaction~" (defen"ive or y',i th-
druwine move:nent ... ). and tl e amount "'oUIl(l nece<:'<"$-ry to 
awake!1 tl e "ub j ee t. were mea"'urec. b:" a ""raded "'cal e on 
the ,ril!r~~bach ae~~he"iot:leter . an care:'ully rpcorded. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.~ante '(11" Janetie and :~eyro:3 U. Ex]) rimental Inve~ti­
.:3'1tj on 0oncernin" ~l e rpth of ~lee. _"'YC! 01. Rev. 9 , 
254-:::28. 
','lllen the 1 reC!oure had finally awakened ttP. "'U jeet, he 
Via'" a'"'kec in eaeL c.:~C!e \ILether I.e re"!lemhered any frag-
ment of a dre8.P1 . Thu"" tLree curve"" were obtair.ed ; 
l,..t , a curve repre"'entil:~ the 1 oint" of complete awakiu,3 , 
or a eurVA of the depth of ~'eep; 2 " ~te c.:urve of "ub-
con"'oiou"" react jon; an' 3rd , I-;he curve of drea!Yl"'. 
''':'he p,x~;priment",lI, "'ay the author"' , "were Cf rr led on for 
a1)')ut "'ix con"'ecutive montho , one or two at rlO"' t per 
night . "'0 t~~t the nnrmal oour"'e of <"'leep mieht not be 
in any wa~ a ltered, &0 wou:d evidently have been the 
caC'le h (1 the teo t'" heen made too clo ~e t o!e ther . The 
ex!eriment'" were alway~ per~orrned at different hour"" on 
nncce "'~ i ve ar~d irregularl;>,. E.:l terna t eel night"'· "averal 
de in ~our'" alrea ~ u"'ed , in or er 
~o~r di~fergnt perio ,.. vere "'elected for each hour o~ 
~o that . ~ ve I!11[:.J find the wa)ing Toin '" for e er 
ben or fifteen minute"" , in order to make the curve a 
eOrl lete [l.'" po"''''ible . ·' ':::he "'nh~ ee t~ were frrllr ormal 
"'hject~ , two young people and two of ~ature ~~e , and 
five a~nor~al ~u)~ect~, two e:ileptic"" of lone ~tanding, 
on ca~e of epiler~Y ue to • ~cund, onR hy~t8r0-c:ilRptic . 
and 0118 ca"'8 0:' para ~Tt 1c GE)'1entia ~ 
The conch1e:ion'" to whi eh the I1xperinantor q 
COlle Be: ::-E:~2rd" drec:m<"l a~e the fol l owil1u : They f ind that 
dreal!)'" occur in eVr"'~7 pporlod of "'leep , even at tLe he£in-
nilg ; thpt i~ , when the depth i~ greatent . External 
,... timuli \. erc found t 0 modif~r the c 0nr"'e of drea''linc· 
:'he norr'lal ~u1): ect"" v,er'3 fon ,d to dreaD Vel? rmch ::lore 
often than .tte abnorma ~u)jectn . ~he I,a tholo:i cal 
"u~jectn dreamed ~ore qel~rnn in the firnt half of the 
n:!.ee~')-J?eriod , and :'lo;re frequent:!.y i.n the "'econd; tl1e 
dream'" are "g'enerally triviai in C;l~iracter , "'ometime q 
erotic . Bnd tLc I'!lemory of heM ie: , ::01' tIle o .... t l)art , 
very cur - ory. \I • 1'0 influence of tJ e .... timul ... l'" on the 
content of the llreall wa'" ever dcmcnqtrated v.ith the .... e 
abnormal "11 :ectp . 
It ~ill be nntice that 1e art] or .... ju .... t r8-
~'orte d agree wi th other i,nve .... tie~L OY'.... revi on ~ly re:r-ort-
1 . 
ed , in their a~"'ertion that dret~~ ooeu wit~ 11 dePth~ 
. ~eerwaEen , 01 cit . 
C~l '''i n , 01 cit. 
-,r:8ed , T"~ ll8I.'l nd Ph':'nnAY , or .... CllJ . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
De .... ancti~ and I;e~Troz . ~OVH3Vf re the 
:'ir~t to ~ake an actla mAa" 11-e"1en'; of .the dP!t. af 
~he earlier writer~ ma.9 their ~tatemcnt~ on 
bhe mere a"' .... umption t:. t 0. cl3rtai:1 peri0d of the -1.iu ht 
i~ characteri~ed by a deAfor ~l e~ than other ,cri0l~ . 
They arc not all in agreement , more over , a~ to ~ lch 
that peTiod i"'; with one a"' ~umpti"on le- th t in the earl., 
hour~ of ~leep tr.e ":c:,th i"! .;reateqt , witn .. not. cr . t .. t 
the 3reate",t depth 1 .... :'ound i the .... leer of thA mi dIe 
of t:.(' n v ht • ~ e prerent .i~vc .... t1~ator , on the 
contrary , : ave actuall y meu"ured the ept~ 0:' the "leep 
in wL':'c ~ eac'l of tl e rpam'"' repartee y the:'1 occurre·. 
IT!.' Evolut i on du Reve TIe. ent Lo Re' p 11 I'. a 
"'hort article pnbli"'1.e hy Harcel Foucault i 1 lJ 4 need 
not detain u .... long . Fa. a-IlL t in ... the tudy of 
dreamr- l)e t I'urtbercd "by metl .. odt'1 of ... t ld- ba"'ed C'n I!lem-
ory . ri~ o~ method he 3ive~ in tLe follo ing wor :-
(I tran"late . .. ne Lou d col ect fir ... t a certain 
-1um 1er of' ob"'erva. i on~ in -,- .icn one a, ri . ge" e .... ouch a'" 
- - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
::.. ::arce . o11ca'"lt . - '::"l"\llltiol1 11 ,eve"""'e ant Le It€'-
vsil . Rev . ?l.llo . 'P , ... 1) 458-4:81 . 
quickly a'" pO"'f'ible after it he'"' come out of .... leeP . and 
when it i"' . con .... equently . in the fir"t ~o~ent .... of it'" 
evolution. One "hould then cO!:lpare with thet"'e iream~ 
of immediate not8.t i on other dreamc< c f' different not a ti on . 
i-' which one ha'" allowed hir.l ..... elf to awaken '"'lowly . and 
the drp.am to evolve to it .... naturRl conc~u'"'ion." Fou-
cault ic< de .... irou~ of determining the law in con:ormity 
Wit];. which thp drean ;'ecome'"' de:'ormcd in 1:>ecoming a me-
~hether hi~ work i" inf uence by ~~eud doe" ~ t aprear, 
but it ',vould he intere",ting to "'ee what the"rnerp ...... ive 
analyC!i~" he recommend'" woul" be . if not -jc<ycllo-analy'"'i • 
7e ~hal have occac<ion in our ",econn cha ter to reter 
to hi'" propor:<al of differing dream recor r:< a a method. 
In 1905 he que"tionnaire metho wa" aeai::: 
1-
u"'ed :'or the ... tudy of drpam b Jewell. he re"'ul t'" 
are ba"ed upon return", from "'0. e e1zLt hundred people, 
~o"'tly women and girl~. wh reported more than two thou-
"'and dream"'. The "'ummarized conclu~lon'" cover about 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. Tarle .... RDlph Jewell. ::? .... ycholo y 0: DreamC'. AMer. 
of P'"']chol. 1905. pp. 1-35 . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
a page , and reGurd--t te relation ~etween aze , nation-
ality, l ocelity , etc. , and the nature End aP.1ount of tho 
dream-activity; the ~rtificial control of dreaminD; e-
r.lotion in drear.l~; the relation of uroan-event", to the' 
event'" of real life; the influence upon wa'''in£ life of 
dream~ . The reQult . are all , a~ va~ indeed to be ex-
pected, extrene1y general. 
In 1906 , lre.rcel Foucault , w}:o e "'hort article 
on the dream written in 1904 we have a1rea~y reported, 
Iub1i~hed in ~ari'" a book on dreaM'" in which e carried 
a rot8P farther tl..e elaboration of tLe matho' he had ~ug-
0e~ted for the otddy 0: droaD~ in hi'" ear_ier and 1ight-
hi'" book (called "Le Reve r) I l' ve no-t.my-
~elf had an opportunity to read , nt the J)"'ycholo:ica 
Bulletin for 1907 cor. ain a reIort of the ork, f om 
which I huv€ een able to ~ather certal • fa t~ a o·t the 
method , bu::; veT itt1e a~ 0 thR re~ult~ of it'" n e. 
3ucce~~ive record~ o~ tM ~arna dreen ere r!\ade at 
-------
- - - - - - - -
1. reel POl.le811 jj.. l..e eve. Pari"' , 19 6. 
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
.., • ..ttJ' J...L...L.er-
ent int erval '" durint. the 'day followin__ the dream. 
the~e intervalR ~ere , wIy they ~~re cho~en , what t e 
diff~cultie" of the nakins of ~ucce""ive record~ of a 
dream were found to l)e , the reviewer doe~ not mAntion , 
and I cennot ~ay · 
he wa"; ri;) t in l~it"'< contention preVi01'"ly l!1ade , that the 
connection between the part" of dreaI"lq; tLat i~ , til that 
there i'" o-£' locical "'equence in an - dream-de~criptiOl. , i eo 
a produc t· of the vlakin: .... tate. In the wa in __ "'tate 
variou'" ili-ienr , addition'" and alteratioI- are affected 
in order to make the "'eriP'" of ides'" or image'" coherent. 
Thi'" contention he believe" Ii" material i:lu"trate~. 
~o thi .... further elat-oration of Fouc~'!Ult ' C' method , we hall 
al"'o have o(;ca"'ion to refer in Chapter 11. 
The year'" lH'ltween 1907 and the re~ent date , 
have been arkel , fl.'" regard" tLe "'tud .. of ream .... , ' J con-
iuerable activity . 
been along hut one line, and haM con"'i"'ted in a l'vely 
di~~ "''''ion in t.~ variou'" journal" of t.O pro'" IJd con 
of tl e Freudien the ory and me tl 0(1. 10 t of 1;li'" l!later-
ial i~ of very Brest Beneral . ... ... 11l\Jere~" , "irce 
little to choo~e i n )oint of enthu"ia~m and determina-
tion , betwee'~ th8 "'upporter co of the Freudian analyr'is 
and it" opponent" . !lo"'t of the article"' , how8ver , 
offer no a ~olutely new point'" of view. (hey con-
have proven failure'=! , and by v.l.ic h the non-Freudian" 
"'hall , therefore , re~ort mocot of thi~ literature in,the 
Imnp , "'ill~ling out for "pacinI attentiun on yO .... lC~ por-
tionR of it a'" "'eern to merit inctivldual attention. 
A. A. Brill'" traJ.l'''la tj on of Freud ' " "Paper 
1. 
OYl Ty'"'teria" waC! pnblil"!}ed in 1909. L8re i" to be 
tJound a r.lUch better de"cri!tion of the Freudian T'letlJod 
bhan that i'ouJ."1.d i> the "Interpretation of Dream ..... " The 
\ 
pa er" are chiefly concerned , a eo the title indicate 
vith the u~e of the method in ca .... e of hy .... teria, but a~ 
Freud worked 01 '::; thA Meaning 0: by terj cal "'ymptor1~ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. Fre~d. aper" on Ty"teria. r n ..... b~ A.A.Brill , few 
York , 1909. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
largely throue:h anal:r'" l <" 0 f tllp. at: ent' '" dream"... there 
i'" valuable matter }~J)re for tile ream-"'tudent. 1 2 3 & 4 
hp follovd ne au thor"", :uPder. Leroy, "one!:1, 
5 
and Waterr.mn all l)re"'ent abcu~ t,1 e coame Qort of .1 -
ul1cri tical account of tLe theory a e t;,iven by Freud in 
the ".Lraum eutung" and th(3 "Pape:i.· o on Iy"'teria"; and 
oecond, analy~eq of a few dream'" by the p"ycho-analytic 
method. In no ca""e i'" a report rna e 0: the exact 
Ito general direction 
and the interpretatic:1 to which it finally lead are made 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. Haeder . E"'''''ai d'Interpretation De uelque'" Reve~. 1907. 
Archiv de P"'ychol. 6, 354-375. 
2. Leroy. A Propo", De ~ue1queq Reve~ ~ymbo1ique . 1908. 
J. de P"'ycho1. Norm et Path. 5, 328-~65. 
3. Joneo. Freud'''' Theory of Dream"'. 
~oycho1. 21, 283-308. 
1910. Amer. ,T of 
4. Joneo. rhe Oedipu",-Complex a"" a Key to the Mo1ution of 
Hamle t' Hy",tery. Atler. J. of P"'ycho1 . ~1, 72-113· 
5. ;'iaterman . Dream" a~ a Gau"'e of :JymptOID"' . 1910. J. of 
Ab. P"'ycho1. 5, 196-210. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
to auffice. Of the more critical article q , that by 
1. 
Friedlander , I1Hyateria and Hodern !?"'ycho -analy"'i~1l iR 
tory of the growth of the paycho-analytic method, to-
gether with a reaume of the poqitionR of the chief 
author'" on dreamq and p"'ychoneuroae R, on the Freudian 
que",tion. The paper conclude~ with a atatement of 
t~e writer'p attitude, and a "'trong defen"'e of the non-
Freudian popition. ~aterman di~cu"'pea dream~ aa the 
cauae of "'ymptom~; that i~. the clo"'e connection between 
dream'" and certain other hyqterical ~ymptom~. The work 
2 . 
of Onuf i~ of the "'arne "'ort. Ferenczi give p one of 
the clearer-lt olltline~ of the cardinal point~ of the .h'reud-
ian theory, together with illuatrative ca<'leR of each 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - -
1. Friedlander . Hy"'teria and !Iodern P"'ycho-ana1y~i<'l. 
1911. J. of Ab. ppycho1. 5, 297-327. 
2 . Onuf. Dream<'l and their Interpretation'" a'" J)iagnor'!tic 
and Therapeutic Aida in P~ycho-pathology. J. of Ab. 
P"'ychol. 4, 339-350. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
point in the theory and method. 
1. 
. Hort on Prince , 
while appreciative of much in the technique of Freud ' s 
method , will go only half-way with Freud on theory . 
Be refu~e'" to helieve with Freud that the underlying 
dream thoughts have ever reG-lly been repre ~"'ed; that 
they are alv;ay'" in the nature of the fulfillment of 
a wi~h; that there i~ a re"'i~tance or cenr-or keeping 
the thought~ repTe~~ed . 
The <"'econd edition of the "Tramndeut ung ll ap-
peared in 1908; the tLird in 1913 . 
- - - - - -
- - - - - - -
1 . Prince. The Mechani"'ID and Interpretation of 
areaID~. J . of Ab. P"'ychol . 5, 139-195 . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CHAPTER 11 . 
The experimental work on dreamq whioh I ~hall 
offer in thi~ ohapter may oonveniently be divided 
according to the prinoipal cla~~e~ of method employed, 
and ~o divided, fall~ under three main heading~: l~t. 
method~ of dream-r-tudy ba~ed upon a~~ociation; 2nd. 
method~ of dream-~tudy ba~ed upon memory; 3rd, method~ 
of dream-~tudy ba~ed upon ~ugge~tion. In developing 
the material here pre~ented, I ~ha1l make the divi~ion 
ju~t ~ugge~ted. and qhall di~cuqq firqt the ao~ociation 
methodR ao I have ~tudied them. 
Under thiq (flr"'t) headill[. however, a fur-
ther divioion of material mu~t be made. for the aqqo-
ciation method may be uRed in two quite different way~. 
I ~hall, thnref1>re, oubdivide the method accordir.e a~ 
the a~qociation uoed waR free or controlled. 
Let uo , then, wi th thiq alight. introduction, 
turn to a conqideration of the method called ufree 
ax~ociation", and after deflcribing it generally, let 
Uq examine particularly the form in which it haa been 
uqed by Sigmund Freud and hy his follower , in what ha~ 
come to be known a" the method of p~ycho- or peych-
In the firat place we mu~t notice that 
the de~ignation "free a~qocia t ion method" i~, ~trictlY 
apeaking, a mianomer, ainca even thi~ comparatively 
unregulated aucceaaion of aa~ociationa io not entirely 
uncontrolled. The ~tart and finiah, at lea~t, of 
the a~~ociative chain, are definitely determined by 
the expprimenter, and the ~ irection which the oucde~­
aion of ideaq ahall take iq to aome qlight extent pre-
determined. The ~ubject i~ pre-ented a qtim~uq­
word, and in directed to give to the experimenter aq 
full and accurate an account aa poqaible of the aAqo-
oiationq , (verbal and other imagery), that ~uccaed to 
the qtimUluo• After giving the qtimulu~-word the 
experimenter doe" no ) i nterf ere in any way with the 
courqe of he a~~ociation~, ex~ept to attempt to over-
come re"iotanca o , and to ~top the ~erieo at the point 
that be"t ouita hia purpo~e. 
Since, as .a have -een, the wayo in w ich the 
control of the experimenter play a part in "free" 
a~~ociation are; (I) in ~electing the ~timulu~-word 
or phra~e which ~hall ~tart the a~~ociative chain; 
(2) in attempting to overcome re~i~tance~ to further 
. 
a~~ociation; and (3) in ~electing the point at which 
the chain of aq~Oci8tion~ ~~all come to an end, we 
~hall look so the~e po'int~ to find the dangerq and the 
ditficultie~ of the method, and we ~hall be intere~ted, 
not only in determining by what mean~ Freud ~eek~ to 
overcome the~e ganger~ and difficultie~, but al~o in 
trying to di~cover for our~elve~ ~till further point~ 
of value concerning them. 
The chief, perhapq. of the not inconpiderable 
Ixtficultie~ met with in the attempt to make a critical 
~tudy of the Freudian method. iq the impo~~ibility bt 
f inding anyone, clear, comprehen~ive and detailed 
account of ju~t exactly what that method i~. That 
thi~ ob~curity wa q a part of Freud'q intention we 
cannot quppo~e; it probably aroqe from the fact that 
the p~ycho-analytic method waq uqed by him not ex-
clupively upon dream~. but al~o in the ~earch for the 
etiology of hYQterical caqe~, upon the ~ymptom~ of the 
hy<:!teria. Though the problemQ that ari~e in the 
two ca~eQ are nearly the ~ame, the detail of the U Q 6 
of the method mu~t nece~~arily be nlightly different. 
It i o ju~t thiQ difference that Freud ha~ failed to 
make clear, and jUQt thi"" "'aIDe difference "l~o that 
chiefly hinderR another experimenter from following 
out to the letter the technique employed either in the 
analy""'~ of the dream~ given in the "Traumdeutung", 
or in the analy~e~ of the hy"'terical "'ymptoma given in 
hhe npapers on Hyqteria". 
A. A. Brill, in hiq introduction to the Eng-
1ioh edition of the nP,': per!'l! on HYQteria" give~ the 
1. 
be~t general de~cription of the Freudian method. 
"~he technique ia a" follow"': The patient lie"" on 
hi'" back on a lounge, the phY"'ician "'itting behind the 
patient'Q head at the back of the lounge. In thi~ 
way the patient remaina free from all extennal inf1u-
The bject i", to avoid all 
mu"cular exertion and diatraction, thua allowing 
through concentration of attent i on on the patient'''' own 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. S. Freud. Paper on Hy",teria. p.1V. 
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
p~ychic activitie~. The patient i~ then a~ked to 
give a detailed account of hi~ trouble~, after having 
been told before to repeat everything that occur~ to 
hi~ ~ind, even ~uch thought~ a~ may caURe him embar~-
a~Rment or Mortification. On li~tening to ~uch a 
hi~tory one invariably noticeR many memory-gap~, both 
in reference to time and cauqal ,relationR. The~e 
the patient i~ urged to try to fill in by concentration 
of attention on the ~ubject in queRtion, and by re-
peating all the unintentional thoughtR originating in 
thi~ connection. ThiR i~ the Ro-called method of 
"free aRRociation". The patient iR required to 
relate all hiq thought~ in the order of their qequence, 
even if they Reem irrelevant to him. He mu~t do 
away with all critique and remain perfectly pa<:!Rive." 
Thiq account of the method, a~ will at once 
be Reen, i~ an account of it aR u~ed in the analy~eq 
of hyRterical caReR, where the qtart of the aqRociative 
chain iq the hYRterical Rymptom and it~ hiRtory. 
Tho •• in a general way, it applie~ al~o, of cour~et 

He mu~t maintain impartiality 
toward hi~ idea~; for it would be owing to juat thiA 
critique if he were un~uccew~ful in finding the de~ired 
~olution of the dream,--the ob~e"'e!ion or the like. t1 
Here, again, the de~cription i~ very general. It 
take~ no account of t he point~ mo~t likely to cau~e 
trouble to the experimenter, who ha~ had no ~uch wide 
experience with the method a~ Freud'''' own. The 
control-point~ receive sa little attention a~ in Brill'~ 
de~cription of the procedure. 
One of thef!!e control-point a , however, --the 
choice of the wtarting-word--i~ di~cu~~ed in the "Traum-
deutung" aa followe: "The firat atep in the appli-
not 
cation of thi~ procedure now teache'" Ua thatAthe dream 
aa a whole, but only the parta of ita content a aeparate-
1y, may be made the object of our attention. If I 
aak a patient who i o aa yet unpracticed,"What occura 
to you in connection with thio dream?", aa a rule he 
i~ unable to fix upon anything in hi'" p"'ychic field of 
Vif!!ion. I mu~t pre~ent the dream to him piece by 
piece, then for every fragment he give a me a aerie~ of 
notion~, which may be de~ignated a~ the back-ground 
thought q of this part of the dream." Here the 
difficulty of giving a proper ~tart to the a~~ociative 
train i~ definitely noticed, and a ~tep i~ taken to-
ward f iving a "olution to the que~tion. --~o vexi ng to 
the experimenter who trie"'" to m:- ke u,,-,e of the Freudian 
method, --'With what word or group of word~ ~hall I 
~et the proce~~ going?' The an~wer indicated here 
i~ far from covering the que~tion. It merely point~ 
out that there muqt be divi~ion of the manife~t con-
tent of the dream into part~ qmall enough to be ea~ily 
attended to; it fail~ to qtate which of the~e divi~ions 
are likely to ~erve be~t a~ point~ of departure. 
On the reqi~tance control-point Freud has 
1. QOI!lething to ~ay in the "Paper""' on Hyt'lterie.". "I 
decided to proceed on the "-'uppo~d tion that my patiente 
knew everything that wa~ of any pathogenic ~ignificance. 
and that all that waq nece~t'lary waq to force them to 
1. Sigmund Freud. Papero on Hy~teria. p. 17. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
impart it. Vllien I reached a point where to the 
que~tion, "Since when have you this t!'ymptom?11 or, 
"Where doe~ it come from?", I received the an~wer, "I 
really don't know thi~". I proceeded a~ follow~: I 
placed my hand on the patient'~ forehead or took her 
hand between my hand~ and ~aid. "Under the pre~"ure of 
my hand it will come into your mind. In the moment 
that I ~top the pre~~ure you will ~ee ~o~ething before 
you, or ~onething will pa~" through your mind which 
you mu~t note. It it!' that which we are ~eeking. . . 
Well, what have you ~een, or what came into yuur mind?" 
1. 
And again, in the ~ame paper, --- "To a patient who 
i!" unable to recall jn wha1J year, !!lonth or day a certain 
event took place, enumerate the year~ during which it 
might have occurred,a'" well a~ the name~ of the twelve 
montht!' and the thirty one dayt:' of the !!lonth, and a~~ure 
him that at tbe right number or name hi .. eye~ will open 
them .. elve~, or that he will feel which number i .. the 
correct one." In another connection the following 
1. Sigmund Freud. Paper~ on Hy~teria. p. 18. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. 
advice i~ given as to the overcoming of the re~i~tancee. 
"---the pre~~ure experiment u~ually fail~ the firpt or 
""econd time. The patient then expre~~e~ him~elf 
di~appointed. <:!aying. "I believed that ~ome idea would 
occur to me, but I only thought ~o; aK attentive a~ I 
wae, nothing came." Such attitudes a~~umed by the 
patient are not yet to be counted a~ a re~i~tance; we 
u~ually an"'wer to that. "You were really too anxiou~; 
t Il e Flec ond time thing!'!l will come. IT And they really 
2. 
come. lT - - -nIt ie perfectly hopeleR~ to attempt to make 
any direct headway toward the nucleu~ of the pathogenic 
organization." 
That there i~ a per~onal element tn be taken 
account of in the fight again~t thp. reRiFltance.Freud 
3 . 
doe~ not attempt to conceal. "Among the intellec-
tual motive~ employed for the overcoming of the re~i~-
tance", he ~ay~. "one can hardly dippen~e with one 
- - - - - - - - -
1. Sigmund Freud. Papers on Hyqteria. p. 96. 
2. " " " " IT p. 108. 
3. " " " " "p. 101. 
affective moment; that i~t the per~onal equation of 
the doctor, and in a number of ca~e~, thi"" alone will 
be able to break the re!"li~tance." Not much hope 
here for a later experimenter, who wi~he~ a clear-cut, 
objective ~et of in!"ltruction~ that will enable him to 
make 0ure that he ha~ u~ed the Freudian method in hi~ 
attempts at p!"lycho-analy""i~ at!! Freud meant it to be 
u~ed: 
We have nowreviewed what Freud hao to ~ay 
about two o~ our previouqly otated di.ficultie"", and 
!"Ieen what an~wer he give"" to two of the que~tion"" rai~ed 
by the problem~ of bhe control-point"". There re-
main"" the third of theoe danger-point"", --the choice of 
the place at which the chain of aqqociation~ ohall be 
""topped. 
to ""ay. 
On thio ~ubject al~o Freud ha o t!!omething 
1. 
"One haro to guard here in general again~t 
two thing~". he warnq the experimenter. "If the pa-
tient i" checked in the reproduction of the inflowing 
idea~t ~omething i<:1 apt to be "buried" which mucot be 
uncovered later with Breat effort. On the other hand, 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. Sigmund Freud. Papera on Hy~teria. p. Ill. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
one mu~t not over-e"'timate hi~ "uncim~ciou~ intelligence" ,aM 
one mu~t not allow it to direct the whole work. If I 
ihould wi~h to ~chematize the mode of labor, I could per-
haps ~ay that one ~hould him~elf undertake the opening ot 
the inner Atrata and the advancement in the radial di-
rection, while the patient ~ hould take care of the peri-
pheral exten~ion. Tf And a few page" further on --liThe 
expre~~ion of the patient mUAt decide whether one haA 
really reached an end or encountered a caRe needing no 
pAychic explanation, or whether it i~ the enormou~ re-
~i~tance that haltR the work. If the latter cannot 
~oon be overcome, it may be a~oumed that the thread ha~ 
been followed into a Rtrata that iR aR yet impenetrable." 
We have now paR~ed in review all that Freud 
haR to tell UR about the technique of hiR method. It 
remainR for UP to experiment and to ~ee how it will 
work in a p"'ychological laboratory, wh~ re the method 
iR employed, not upon hy~terical or neuraRthenic patientR, 
but u;-l on pre~umably normal ~ubjecto, and under eondi ti on~ 
widely different from tho~e of a doetor'~ office. 
When I decided to ~tart my own work upon thi~ 
mathod, I determined to tryout, in a few experiment~, 
the ~imple uncomplicated "free a~~ociation" method be-
fore re~orting to the Freudian and very-much-compli-
mated u~e of the method. I made up my mind to for-
~wear the "pre~~ure procedure ll , and the uoe of the 
que~tioning with which Freud a~~i~ted and directed the 
progre~~ of the a~~ociation~i the only way in which 
I ohould interfere would be to attempt to overcome ~uch 
re~i~tance~ a o I might meet. The~e attempt~ to 
overcome reoi~tance~ I limited to Qimple urging of 
the ~ubject to continue to coneentrate on the ~timulu~­
word, and to wait for ~ome aQ~ociation to occur. 
The normal cour~e of a free-ao~ociation chain wa~ what 
I wa~ intereoted in determining. Would the as~o-
ciation~, minu~ the direction that Freud wa~ in the 
habit of exerciQing over them, be broken by Quch gap~ 
a Q Freud report~? Would the report of the ab~olut.-
ly free a~~ociationQ of a ~ubject during the ~pace of 
an hour or two bear any re~emblance to the a~~ociation~ 
on the ba~i~ of which Freud made hi~ pRycho-analYRe ? 
If, a~ Freud contend~, ~uggeotion baQ nothing to do with 
the reAultR he obtainR, an abRolutely free aRsociative 
chain ought to Rhow Freudian feature~. I confewe 
that I did not expect to meet what I ~hould be able 
to recognize a Q re~i~tance~. I wa~ Rtrongly of the 
opinion that the re~i~tanceR met with by Freud were 
occaRioned by hiQ greater interference with the cour"e 
of the aR~ociation~. I Raw no r~aRon why, if the 
experimenter rejected notbing given by the Rubjeot, 
and pre~~ed for no explanationR of what the Rubjeot 
offered, one conRecutive chain of a~RociationA might 
not be given; broken, perhap~, by Qhort pauQeR, but 
not by blankR, and terminated only by the will of the 
experimenter. 
I selected for the experimentR two Aubjeot~ 
with whom I had been working, at different periods, 
for al~oKt two year~, Qubject~ whom I judged to be 
Rufficiently trained to be able to give good intro-
speotionQ , and with whom I felt mYAelf to be on termR 
of friendly confidence. I ~elected one dream from 
the recorded dreamQ of each of theQe ~ubjectA. I 
then carefully Rorutinized the dream-de~cription and 
elected from it all the ordethat qerved an tag" of 
the incident~ of the dream. A~ I have naid elpe-
where, every word in the dream-de cription (with per-
tain probable exception~) muot h ve itn emotional con-
notation . Certain of the dre m- ord", however, are 
undoubtedly more trongly emotional than othor~. Here 
one feel~ the lack of "orne method for caking certain 
which of the ord" uoed by the dreamer in narratin hio 
dream will bent repay th time and effort ich free 
Of my ub"'equ nt attemp t t 
a ollti on of thio roblem I h 11 ~peak later. For 
the I urr e 'of th ork her reported, a elective "ur-
vey of th dre -de cri t~nn h d to uffice. 
A~ a baai for di cu on I b 11 at thi~ 
point report on of the free- ""oci tion experimen 
giving the ~ubject'~ dream r corded, t ord 
judged to be o~t affective a o tart or th a oci 
-
ion, nd th exact couroe of th ou ct a oci tion 
during a period of about an hour . h ord fin lly 
chooen a th qti ul -word re underlined a th 
occur in he r cord 0 h dr am . 
Ob erver ( I ) Dre m 326. 
"1 waR walking on the ~treet, aim1e!!,oly apparently. 
in late afternoon. There ~eemed to be excitement 
and a pre~age of something terrible in the air. The 
oky wao red and the air ~moky. At the end of the 
~treet on which 1 wa~ walking a crowd had gathered on 
the roof of a hou~e. 1 knew that ~omething terrible 
muot be ~ppenmng there but I did not ~eem to be able 
, 
to reach them. Hy feet felt like lead. A woman 
w~s right behind me. who kept clutching at me and ca1l-
ing me her child. I knew that I was not her child. 
and thought that ~he wao in~ane with the excitement; 
in fact. I ~eemed to know that ohe had lo~t her child-
ren in a fire or ~ome cataotrophe that had ju~t happened. 
I felt very much oppreooed. phyoically and mentally. 
in the dream. finding it difficult to breath." 
The report of the a~sociation-experiment fo1-
lows. Two da~heo mark a ohort pau~e; a re~i~tance 
io marked in the record by a row of daohes. It will, 
of cour~e. be under~tood that in the ~hort ~pace of an 
hour only a omall proportion of the po~pible otimuluq-
word~ could actually be u~ed . (stimulus-word, lopt) . 
way--path--wood'~-dark fore~t--girl IO!'1t in the wood~-­
babes in the wood~--I wa~ thinking of the ~tory--night-- · 
robin~ covered them over--found dead in the morning--
lopt ~oul~--lo~t forever--God-- and man--Man and Super-
man--Bernard Shaw--Tanner--(he i3 a character in the 
play)--life--Io~t life--the life-force--I don't think 
of anything ell'le-----------------Anne--Ib."en--lo~t-..,oul-­
the ~ea--ocean--Io~t qailorq--.mother--~tand on the 
~hore--white hor!'1es--wave~--picture in a play of mother 
~tanding on a ~hore and ~aying her ~on~ have been car-
ried away by the waveq------------------- - ----- - -------
(N~w stimulus-word, Child). golden hair--"mall--
Dound face--blue eye~--fattieR--in Blue Bird--dancing--
the fairy leadq the child--~earch for the Blue Bird--
land of happineqq--dark-oyed child--palace of night--
crime --weeping - -~ar~--"'ugar --loaveq of bread--child 
eating bread and jelly--pantry-qhelve~--cakeq and pie~-­
I can't eet beyond the picture of the child------------
child al'lleep--at night--the dog and cat are on the bed--
fairy enterq--child riqe~--dreq~eq--goe'" with the fairy--
I can't get away from the blue-bird. -------------------
(New Stimulus-word, In~ane.) man--raving--dying--cell--
pri~on--wild eyeq--John Borkmann--pacing up and down--
picture gallery--white hair--piercing eyeq--crowd out-
qide--man clutchin~ at ~traw--hair di~ordered--officerq 
guarding him--blood-qhot eyeR--mad-dog-----------------
dog running and qnapping on Atreet--after a girl--
, 
goeR a~ far aq door-qtep of her home--door locked--
girl rapq--door opened--girl goe~ in--dog ~werveA--
runs around yard--policeman ent~rq--~hooti dog---------. 
(New Stimulus-word, clutching.) qtrong--fi~tq--clenched-­
yellow ~traw--handR buried in the qtraw--man-man cluthh-
ing Atraw--King Lear--white hair--Bible--Nebuchadnezzar 
eating graqq--on hand~ and kneeq--cattle--rtable--------
I have a picture of cattle in qtable add qtraw around--
horseq--dark--fragrant qmellA--farm--thatched--Atraw--
oottage--woman--pail--water-ppil--pump--pumping wE-ter--
for cattle--windmill--white hair, qhe haq--gingham 
dreAA--chickenR Acratching in the qand--~traw qtackA--
fork--hay fork--machinery--cultivatorA--teeth--iron 
teeth of a cultivator--rakeA---------------------------
(l.w Stimulus-word, fire). alarm--ongine houoe~-­
~tarting--£iremen--helmet --running-piren--whi~tle-­
noi~e--crowdq of people--building on fire--factory--
red brick--water being thrown--firemen on laddero--
people at window~--carrying down fire-o~capeq--oxplo~­
ion--noi~e--people runni .g through crowd--building 
fallihg--ruin~--"moke--blakkened wall~--treaoure~ with-
in--a~heo--gold--papero--jewelry--"trong-box--hurned-­
blown open by detectiven--dynamite--combination-"afe--
robbero--"tolen thp. combination--bank--vat1t~--oafety 
depo~it--fire-proof wall~--clerk goe" into vault and 
door fa"tenq behind him--he io imp»i oned--hear faint 
tap ingo from outoide--begin to hore through the wall--
drillo--air io cloae in cell--drae thB man out--he i 
pale--~c~ne in the bank when the man i~ dragged out---
-------------wlfe of man COI'1e<'" in--like a Cleens in 
front of a mine after an explooion-- omen otandlng a-
round--children--blackened face" of miner -------------
black helmet., and torche . --goino into mine in bucket--
ga e"--canary-bird"---hiny wall~--coal-- inding path q --
tunnel --train of caro--Corn al • England--ptori " of 
mine di~a~terA--LaAA O'Lowrie'p--Franoe~ HQdgson 
Burneet------------------ At thi~ point the a~~ocia­
tionA had to be di~continued for the time. 
Let us now pause for a moment to examine the 
results of the experiment. The first thing to strike 
our attention will surely be the faot that we find here, 
making themselves very plainly seen, just suoh resis-
tances as Freud warned us we should encounter, and this 
in spite of the fact that nothing the subject has chosen 
to give us has been rejected as useless, or has been com-
batted in any way; in spite of the fact, too, that we 
have been carefui to suggest nothing to the subject--
by questions or in any other manner--that might arouse 
such res is tanoes. The subj ect has beeh held to 
nothing agains t her conscious disinclination. She 
has been at perfect liberty to seleot from the assooia-
tions occurring to her, and if one proved to be un-
pleasant, to substitute for it some similar association, 
or to choose another altogether. Yet when the sub-
ject has made only twenty successive associations 
to the first stimulus-word she makes a long pause, and 
finally says, "I can't think of anything else." She 
is then tOld, nyou will probably have more associations 
if y eu wait a moment, and thus urged she takes up the 
thread of the associations again with IlAnne--Ihsenll , 
etc. But, again, after only eleven associations 
another resistance occurs. ~his time the resistance 
cannot be overcome, and the experimenter is forced to 
give a new stimulus-word. 
If we now analyze the situation that the fore-
going has presented to us, we shall be forced to argue 
in the followin~ fashion. The resistance we have 
encountered cannot have been the result of any attempt 
of the experimenter to quide the a8sociations or to 
interfere with them in any other way, for the reason 
that no such attempts at guidance or interference have 
been made. We can, therefore, on the score of our 
own observation, acquit Freud of the charge of having 
manufactured the resistances he afeerward overcame. The 
resistances we h ve found have epmed to be perfectly 
unconscious as resistances, to h ve been unconnected 
with the technique of the experiment, and to have be-
longed to the peculiar character of the associative 
chain itself. ',e have cleared the Freudian me t od of 
one of the objection that might be raised against it. 
Ihto the further analy. i Q of tho dreao~. how-
ever, the present experimenter ha no t seen fit to go . 
There are many consi eration that make it inadvi able 
to attempt a complete p"'ycho-analysis in a psychologi-
cal l aboratory. The privacie of the uman plrlt 
are not to be lightly invaded, and the experlaailter 
ith a con cience i ure to find that at the cr Cltal 
moment for the succee of hi. analyri • be ha. not one, 
but t.o po erful re'""i tance" to overcome; the re i t-
ance of t e ubject to hat he rl htl consider an un-
ju tifiable violation of hi reserve, and the resl tance 
the experimenter ill dis.over in hi .elf, to in 1st ce 
on conf'dences that he h no ri ht to exact. It ls 
doubtful hethe r a complete analy 1 ould be 
in any c e. Conpidering the im ense dif~lcu tie 
reported by all tho~e wbo bave used the method, consi-
dering the fact that resistance8 have sometimes proved 
insurmountable even when the exp8rimenter was dOctor and 
hhe subject patient, and when the ~ubject'~ relief from 
some distre~sjng symptom was at stake, it seems bighly 
probable that it would be the very rare ~ubject, indeed, 
who would allow bis rasistance to be broken down in an 
experiment in which he had no perFonal state, undertaken 
in the interests of a science whose ideals were indif-
ferent to him. It waA, moreover, not the purpose of 
the present study to make psycbo-analysee. It was 
my }urpose rather to "'xamine the mothod in the hope 
of difcovering answers to some of the methodological 
questionp it raises. One of the~e que~tions we be-
lieve we have already anrwered, and to a second we have 
sugges ted an answer. ,Ie have . bOVin too t the re"'is-
tances the Freudian~ report are not artilficiBlly pro-
duced by the Freudian technique, but will occur in any 
association--however uncontrolled--to the part ~ of a 
dream; we have ruggerted f urther th't certain frequent-
ly recUl rinE, perhaps obsessing, ideaf' ree;ularly appear 
when the 8ubject associates freely to the part~ of the 
~anifest content of a dream. Ie have indicated a 
third quecotion t .at we a.ve f:till to anav,er, for whoC'e 
an"'we r we muC't turn to our other form of a<"sociation. 
the controlled aRsociation form' nanaly. with which of 
the dii'isions of the I!lanifept contents of a dream 
shall we C'tart the associ~to process. 
There are, however, still other observations 
that we I!luC't make. If we reall over carefully the 
whole course of the association we shall sec that there 
appear certain noticeable repetition~. In the early 
portion of the record the word "10 t"clearly mean to 
the subjec t, "dead", alt}ouh thif' ,a'" not t11e sen"'e in 
w ieh it occurred in the dream w. ieh the. uhject has 
just had read to her. _he associations to "lcf't" 
are the folloVTino : babes in the . 'ood --found dead in 
the P.lorning--Io t ~onle--loC't li"le--10 t C'oul, aeain - -
lopt sailor"'--picture of a mot er ptanding on a hare-, 
and sayine her C'on have been carried a.ay b the vaVes. 
The cubjec t. once havino given ~r.o apsociation that 
means "deathll seems unable to get away from that mean-
ing, and the association reoccurs with every 8econd or 
third reaction. So also the reaction "white hair" 
occurs in three entirely different connections, and 
enters into the chains of a8 ~ ociation that follow three 
different stimuluR-words. Wherever hair is mentioned, 
it is mentioned as white hair. How are we war~anted 
TI 
in interpreting these results and others like them? 
~lainly, in the ab~enee of completed psycho-analyRis 
we are not warranted in assuming that the obsessing 
ideas we have noted are ideas that necessarily underly 
the dream. Perhaps we hre not eVAn warranted in con-
cluding dogmatically that there here appear any true 
obsessing ideas at all. And yet the writer cannot but 
think that here appear the first indicationp of the con-
stellation of the compl ox responsible for tbe dream-
t 
that we have been succe sful in penetrating into a Tllay_ 
~r" of emotive conRciousness nearer the complex than 
the"layer"represented by the "'imple deRcription of the 
dream. It would bav9 been immensely i~tererting 
and enlightening to have proceeded with a complete psy-
cho-analysis in the cape of a dream firpt worked upon 
with the much more nearly free type of association. 
We now pass to the pecond divipi on of the 
sub j ect matter under associative method; namely, con-
trolled association. 
method in general. 
And, first. a word about the 
In controlled aspociation, as in 
free aqsociation, the subject is given a stimulus-word, 
but this time with different instructions. Only one 
association i s to be g iven; namely, the first that 
occurs to the subject'r. mind after the reception of the 
stimulus; and that association is to be g iven a s quick-
ly as po psible after it occurs. In this form the 
a s sociation method is one of the be ~ t (methods) in the 
whole range of experimental psychology. An immense 
a~ount of wor~ has been done upon it, and its general 
laws have been deter~i led. Since its applicability 
to allied problems has been so often and eo well demnn-
ptrated, one wo ders that the litera ture contains no 
account of its use as a method for the study of dreams. 
In the first place I set about tr ;ring to dis-
cover by this met.od whether association-times to words 
chosen from the manifest content of t he subject's dreams 
would be longer, on the average, than association-times 
to words chosen at random and, presumably at least, 
neutral to the subject. If we were for the moment 
to accept Freud's thes i s in its entirety, we phould 
have to ~upp ose that the dream-words would not be neu-
tral to thn suhject, but that on the contrary eqch of 
the words used in the recital of a dream-experience 
would have a ~ore or less strong emotional connotation. 
Certain of the words would naturally have a greater 
emotional connotation than others, but, with the pro-
bable exception of the merely skeletal parts of the 
pentences, prepositions, conjunctions, etc., we honld 
not expect any .vord to be emotionally i ndifferent. 
Now, if the word tl!at I present to the sub ject in an 
association-test is connected with the memory of some 
situation ~ore or less strongly emotional, there will 
result theoretically a disturbance in the adjustment of 
the s l'bject to the conditions of the experiment, and 
from thi distubbance in adjustment will result a 
lengthened reaction-time. 
Jung, whose work on controlled association j s 
authoritative, makes emotion in the subject express it-
self b,'T lengthened reaction-time. "The fir . t thing 
that strikes us is the fact that many test-persons 
8how a marked prolongation of the reaction-time. This 
would make us think at first of intelleetual-difficulties, 
often 
wrongly however, as we are de!lingAwith very intellIgent 
persons of fluent speech. The explanation lies rather 
in the emotions." 
Arguing, therefore. as Freudians, we should 
expect to find a marked difference in the length of the 
average reaction-time to dream-words. and the length 
of the average reaction-time to words that are emotion-
ally neutral to the subject, and a longer average for 
the dream words than for the ne.tra1 words. It was 
my first problem to find out whether this lengtheni l g 
of reaction-times on dream-words could be demonstrated. 
The following table summarizes the results On this point: 
K and R-words=words from the Kent 
association tables. Subj.:subject. 
average association time. M.V.=mean 
pyobab1e error. 
The times are meapured in seconds. 
TABLE ONE. 
K and R words. 
<)ubj. Av. Asa' n. Time. 
1 1.66 
2 1. 69 
7 1.34 
10 1.75 
12 1.78 
30 2.15 
and Rosanoff 
Av. Ass' n.Time= 
variation. P.E.~ 
Dream words. -
Av. Ass'n Time. 
2.17 
1.50 
1.48 
1.73 
1.82 
2.80 
-
The results given in the above table were ob-
tained in the following manner. I chose at random 
one hundred words from the dream-descriptions of each 
of the six subjects represented in the table. I 
took care to see to it that these words wore not all 
nouns and adjectives, but included in their number all 
Pl!rtf' of wpeech except such as I had already concluded 
were probably negligible on account of their lack of 
affective tone. An attempt was made alRo to make a 
fair choice of wcrds as concerned their probable af-
fective tone a~ neutral words, aside from what affective 
tone they might possess as partA of a given dream-con-
tent. It is, for instance, eapy to see ttet, other 
bhings being equal, ahe word "disaster" will heve a 
greater emotional connotat~on than the word "houRe'! 
If my dream-lis t were to 1)e made up largel;T of <:.'uch 
words as Ildisaster", "Wedding" , "dreadful", "su8pense", 
etc.--to choose words th< t have actually a peared in 
the dreamp of the subjectp,--the lengthened average 
reaction-time, if it appeared,might be accounted for 
on the grounds of the [reater affective value of the 
words used. entirely apart from their dream-con-
nections. I had next to select my li8t of neutral 
words, and here I was confronted at once witg difficul-
ties. Alternative modes of selection were open to 
me; that is to say, when I came to select the neutral 
word list for 9ubject (1) I could make up my li~t from 
the dream-wordf: of any five suhjects that had not oc-
curred in any of the dreams of Subject (2). ~uch 
a choice would admit of compari. ons between the re-
actions of Subjects (1). (7), (10), (12) and (30) to a 
word. ~ay "suspense TT , that is Rupposedly neutral to Utem, 
and the reaction of ~ubject (1) to that same word , which 
to him is not a neutral, "ut a dream- "" ord. I might , on 
the other hand, choose a ne tral-word list that would 
not be made up of wordp from the dreamR of any of the 
subjectQ , and could. therefore, 1e uped with all sub-
jects alike. By thiR procedure I lo~e, to be sure, 
the chance of the comparison I have ,l~6ested ahove, 
but I gain as muc~, perhaps more . in other ways. I 
could now compare the reacti ons of the subjects ~l), (7), 
(10), (12) and (30) to all the neutral wordp , with the 
reaction~ of Subject (2) to all these 8ame neutral 
words . not only in the ~atter of reacti on times, but 
a180 in the matter of the Fort of re actio l- words . I 
could , therefore. form some idea of the differences in 
reaction-types between the f'UbjectR. 
I decided that I had, on the whole, ~ore to 
gain and lef's to lope with the second alternative. 
Accordingly I chose, as my neutral-word-list the a8SO-
ciation-word-list of one hundred word8 prepared by Kent 
1. 
and RORanoff, for a study made by the~ on af'sociation 
in insanity. This li Nt 8uggested itself as being, 
for several rea80ns, e8 }ecially practicable. In the 
first place it contained word8 of all degrees of emo-
tional connotation, from words like table, 8tove, etc. 
that would posseps, except in specia.l caRes, practically 
no affective tone, to words like baby, beautiful, ~­
ble and anger that might be suppofPd to be rich in 
emotional suggestivenesp . In the second place Kent 
and Rosanoff have compiled for each of the words in 
their list a frequencv table, Fhowin[ the relative as-
------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. Grace H. Kent and A.J.Rosanoff. A 8tudy of Associa-
tion in InRanity. Amer. Journ. of Insanity. Vol. 57, 
.Nos . 1 and 2. 1910. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
sociative values of pairs of ideas, one of the two 
paired ideas being, in each case, the association-list 
word. In the third place, the authors have suggested 
a criterion for judging a reaction to anyone of their 
words as normal or abnormal. That the reader may have 
some means of judging of the comparative power to arouse 
emotions of the Kent and R08anoff list of wordr and the 
li~t~ arranged from the uream-wordR of a subject, I 
give the Kent and ROflanoff li'~ t and a dream-list that I 
judge to be representative of those uped in the experi-
ment whope results I have reported. 
lable 
Dark 
Husic 
ickne~1!: 
Han 
Deep 
Soft 
Eating 
{ountain 
Roune 
Black 
utton 
Comfort 
Hand 
!ihort 
Fruit 
Butterfly 
Kent and Ro~anoff list. 
Smooth 
Command 
Chair 
Clweet 
WhiC!tle 
Woman 
Cilld 
'"'low 
Wish 
River 
White 
Beautiful 
Window 
Rough 
Citizen 
Foot 
Spider 
Needle 
Red 
Sleep 
Anger 
Carpet 
Girl 
High 
orking 
our 
Earth 
Trouble 
Soldier 
Cabbage 
Hard 
Eagle 
tomach 
Stem 
Lamp 
Dream 
Yellow 
Bread 
JUl![tice 
Boy 
Light 
Health 
Bible 
emory 
.heep 
Bath 
Vottage 
wift 
Blue 
Hungry 
?rie t 
Ocean 
Head 
Stove 
Long 
Religion 
I hi ky 
ChIld 
Bitter 
Hammer 
Thir ty 
City 
quare 
Butter 
Doctor 
Loud 
Thief 
Lion 
Joy 
Bed 
Heavy 
robacco 
Baby 
Hoon 
cissors 
Quiet 
Green 
alt 
~treet 
Ki!lg 
Chesee 
Blossom 
Ifraid 
Gun 
Long 
Heads 
Tops 
Garb 
lIyself 
Man 
Pipe-like 
Garden 
Green 
Crowd 
Distance 
Plants 
Tall 
Shooting 
Lettuce 
Consent 
Flag 
Stand 
Qtrai-"ht 
<.. 
Hear 
Room 
00mpany 
Pipe 
Click 
Wearing 
Frightened 
Parlor 
Mother 
Register 
Gold 
Hot-air 
Pair 
<::'ister 
Beads 
Cjtill 
Dropped 
Torn 
Fall 
eat 
100 Dream-Words. 
Sat 
Chair 
Face 
Watching 
Package 
Know 
Higing 
<3tealing 
Shoot 
Gra8s 
Coming 
Guilty 
Yard 
Field 
C!hot 
Broom 
Woman 
Pass 
Fear 
Reach 
Pain 
Distinctly 
Walked 
<3urprised 
Whiz 
Dead 
Grieved 
Given 
Intended 
Friend 
Immedia tely 
Best 
Explanation 
Distinctly 
Feel 
Trying 
Article 
Bank 
Whole 
Look 
Dress 
Train 
FiniShed 
Necessary 
Sister 
Young 
Ladder 
Track 
Velvet 
Railroad 
Daytime 
Fraternity 
Weighted 
Fat 
Pushing 
Big 
Stern-faced 
Let 
Door 
Test 
A stop-watch, reading to fifths of a second, was used 
in the determination of the reaction times. 
Let U8 now make a critical exa~ination of the 
result8 given in the tahle. Four out of the ~ix 
pubjects tested chow a ~light increase in the length 
of the average a 0 8ociation-time in the caRe of the 
words chosen from the reports of their dream. • In 
one of the cases where the reaction-time to the neutral 
words is reater than the reaction-time to the dream-
lipt, there i o rea80n to ~uppoRe that this difference 
may be accounted for by the fact that the conditions 
of the experiment were, in this cafe, markedly different 
from those of the other five. In the ca~e of ~ub-
ject (10) there happen to be, in the Kent and Roranoff 
list of supposedly neutral words, two words that appear 
in the manifest content of that subject's dreams. Both 
of thepe word~. in the association to the Kent~Rosanoff 
list, had reaction-times decidedly above the average, 
if an averaee were to be taken on the ba8is of the 
Kent and Rosanoff list, with these two non-neutral words 
omitted. uch an averaee makes the reaction-time 
to the d.ead-words decidedly loneer than the reaction-
time to the Kent-Rosanoff list. This discovery sug-
gested to the experimenter that there might be in 
the lists of the other four subjects such duplicate 
words, and that the tests should all be revised with this 
possible factor.in mind. T11is, however, it turned 
out to be impossible to do, on account of the acci-
dental 1088 of a part of the original data. It is, 
of course, unwise to make any guesseR as to wh t the 
results of the working over of data with thi in mind 
might hfve been. 9till, it seem? credible that the dream-
words found in the Kent-Rosanoff list would have had, 
as with Subject (10), slightly lengthened reacti cn-
times. Several considerations, however, make the 
gight to draw any but conditional conclusions from these 
results extre~ely doubtlul. In the first place, the 
number of subjects from whom the reactirns were taken 
is small; in the second place, the increased length of 
thw IrlJaction-times to the dream-wordR over the reaction-
times of the neutral wordR iR too slight to be signifi-
cant, when found in so few cases. Had the number of 
the subject~ been ~ufficient, and had the results then 
shown a very large proportion of caseR wbere the reac-
tion-times to the dream-words had been Aven so slightly 
above the reaction-ti~es to the neutral wordR,the fact 
would have had imMensely more significance. The 
writer hopes, in the course of time to work out ade-
quate reQults on t .is paint. For the present, the 
results here reported scarcely do more t Lan Buegest 
that the method e~ployed haR at least suggested a prob-
lem of very great im~ ortance. Here we may reason-
ably be allowed to have reco prse, for the moment, to 
theory. The r n ~ults jURt rpported suggest that for 
some reason, not determined, a subject will not react 
as quickly, on the average , to words chosen from his 
dreams, as he will to other words that have no connection 
with them. We have, moreover, taken the authority of 
Jung and others for the statement that a lengthened 
reaction-time, wherever found, indicated a disturbance 
in the adjustment of the sul)ject to the conditions of 
the experiment. Our authority is the same for the 
further conclusi on that this disturbance i n adjustment 
is occasioned , not hy i ntellectual, but by emotional 
difficulty. The next step in our chain of reasoning 
will be the supposition that the amount of the em~t ional 
di s turbance will be indicated by the amount by which 
the reaction-time that represents that disturbance de-
viates from the reaction-time that is normal for that 
subject; that is, the Eubject's average reaction-time. 
At this point, if we recall the question we have pre-
• 
viously formulated, but left unanswered; namely, how is 
it possible for the AxpArimenter at the start of a 
psycho-analY8is to know which portions of the description 
of the dream will serve best as startinc-points, we shall 
see that we have enund a clue for its solution. We 
shall set the associations going at those words whose 
reaction-ti~es have been markedly ahove the average 
reaction-time, and we phall expect those words to serve 
u o best whose reactionp were lengthened most. The 
following setp of associations will illustrate very 
well the point I wish to make: 
Controlled Association-Test. 
Subject (17) 
rushed--l.33 hurried 
Late--l.33 early 
people--2.00 mob 
room--l.20 house 
final--l.50 examination 
Rahn--l.50 doctor 
conducting--l.75 examination 
exam--2.00 questions 
questions--l.50 answers 
paper--2.00 ruled 
asking--2.33 eiving 
psysiology--7.00 room 
tissue--l.33 paper 
copied--l.50 questions 
psycholoey--3.00 phyoiology 
paper-4.33 book 
twisted--L.50 paper 
ta: ked--l.75 listened 
nothing--l.50 anything 
Dream #380. 
Cohan--l.33 Miss 
around--2.75 desk 
game--l.50 play 
eleven--l.50 twelve 
t uard--2.00 poldier 
~aiden--3.50 man 
home--l.33 away 
well--3.50 ill 
waphing--l.50 dishes 
pieces--2.00 w.ole 
hat--l. 00 coat 
knock--G.O~ answer 
tired--l.'::O ill 
finish--2.00questions 
,iashinl t on--l. 66 Jeffers on 
Wilson--3.00 President 
Nervous--l.66 man 
overseer--5.00 garden 
fidgetty--l.50 nervous. 
Average reaction-time, 2.12 
Out of t •. e thirty-eight wordr- give n to the f'uhj eo t in 
the test, nine had reactions above t e average roaction-
time . There ip a variation, ho "eVAr, within the 
nine selected wordf' in the amount by which they differ 
from the average. The reaction "over eer--garden', 
for instance, as a reaction-time of 5 sec . • , that i • 
a reaction time ~ . 8 ec~. Ion er than the average. 
The a.oociation "a king--givin~'t on thp o/her h nd, 
hile it lengthen~ the reac ion-~ e doe~ ~o vcr' 
sli~htly, by only . 21 eo. e can, ho. v~r, 
choo~e five, who e reaotlon- ime are con~id r ly 
lengthened. 
.ubjeot (6) Dream 184. 
state--l.60 linnesota 
separated-- .00 pple 
pIa ina --l.60 ohildren 
hri tma --1.60 tree 
la ge--l .80 mall 
hildren--2 .00 m n 
chool--Z.80 home- chool 
rece"ved--2.20 ivin away 
unhappy-- .00 happy 
church--l.60 pire 
Average reactio _tom -1.91. 
ind --2.00 door 
en--1.8 el v n 
uarr 1 ome--" .00 
children 
oung 
--1. bo 
o Y 
t 
nd 
Here eleven 0 t of nineteen r action ar bo e the 
average of the reaction-time for tge series. Of the 
eleven. however. seven are only very slightly above the 
average. Only four reactions have been noticeably 
lengthened. 
Subjeet (12) 
man--3.00 big 
big--l.60 strong 
bending--l.50 over 
commenee--1.60begin 
cOld--l.75 weather 
skin--1.66 WAt 
warm--3.00 soft 
cliff--2.OO precipice 
peninpula--3.00 geography 
~igerfo os--2.66 laboratory 
is1and--3.00 lake 
professor--l.50 Sigerfoos 
close--1.75 stuffy 
rapidly--2.00 swiftly 
bleak--2 .00 day 
snow--2.00 North Dakota 
ground--l .75 hog 
studied--3.00 Paderewski 
Dream 1l390. 
laughed--l.33 smile 
bed--2.OO happy 
kneeling--3.25 William 
foot--2.25 at 
comfortei--2.66 pink roees 
woods - -1. 50 lake 
spring--2.66 butterflies 
beautiful--l.66 lovely 
ehoulder--2.25 arm 
sin&ing--l.75 songF. 
wO " der :'ul--l. 66 lovely 
clusters--2.oo flowers 
tree--2.50 imperial 
wisteria--2.25 hou~e 
blossom~--2.00 lavender 
lavender--3.00 wisteria 
Out of the thirty-four reacti ons in this te~t, Six have 
been ~o markedly lengthened as to make them longer than 
the average by pe r iods varying from .36 sec. to 1.11 
sec. 
What has the eontrolled association test ac-
complished for up, in each of there dreams? It hae 
located for U8, if June and mthers are right in their 
contention that lengthened association-times denote 
emotion at work in the subject, the spots in the three 
dreams that are, for some reason most strongly emotional 
to the subjects:-that is to say, it has located for us 
the points at which free-association tests and psycho-
analysis had best begin. Out of thirty-eight possible 
words in dream #380 it has chosen for us five that are 
most richly emotional; out of nineteen word~ of dream 
#184 it ha~ chosen nine; out of thirty-four in dream 
#300, six. We have, presumably, 9hortened by a con-
Eiderable amount the time it will take us to make en-
teance in to the dream'E latent content. 
We must next notice the use we may make of 
still another phenomenon that makes itself apparent in 
the controlled association test. To so e 8timulus-
words certain subjects will give no reaction-word. 
The introspection will be that they "ca.n't think of 
anythir' gll, or. on the other hand, that they find it 
impossible to choose between sevpral repctions that 
have occurred to them all at once. In some cases an 
inme diate repetition of the stimuluR-word will suffice 
to provoke a reaction. In others, even this repe-
tition will prove unavailing. What are we to con-
clude in such cases? Are we to sUProse that we have 
found a word that means nothing to the ~ub j ect, intel-
lectually. and so can have no associations in the sub-
ject's mind to any other idea. If the~e instances of 
refusal to react were found only ~ith peop+e whose voca-
bularies might be expected to be very limited, or if 
they occurred in other persons when the stimulus-word 
happened to present some very unusual feature, we 
might make such a supposition. As a matter of fact, 
the failure to react is quite as common among subjects 
whose intelligence is above the average, aR among those 
whose intelligence is below, and quite as likely to 
oeBU~ in connection with a common word a~ witg one 
that ip in some respect unupual. The phenomenon is 
hot. then, one whose explanation can be made on the 
grounds of intellectual difficulties. We must seek 
its meaning rather in tne emotions. Vfuat is a fail-
ure to react? It is only an enorMously lengthened 
reaction time. Undoubtedly, if the ~ubject con-
tinued to concentrate on the stimulus-word there would 
be a reaction after an indefinite period of time. 
There ie an association that ~ight be given. But 
this association is so productive of disturbance in the 
adaptation of the subject, that the reaction-time is 60 
lengthened as to be out of all proportion to the re-
action-times that make up the 9ubject's ordinary series 
of re~ctions. We stretch a point, therefore, and 
say that no aRsociation occurred, by which it will be 
seen that we mean that nc one. association-word could 
be given to the experimenter within the time allowed 
by the experimenter for the reaction. As ~oon as 
we have made thie fact clear we shall see that there 
is no difference of kind, but only one of degree, be-
tween a reaction who~e time has been lengthened, and 
one that has altogetl1er failed, and that the same ex-
planation will cover the two cases. Jung noticed 
thi~ phenomenon on the words that he used with his sub-
jects. (Hi~ work wa~ not, however. upon the sub~ect's 
dreams. ) He says, --lilt often happens that the test-
person actually does not know what to answer to the 
f'timulus-word. The test-person waives any reaction; 
for the Boment he totally fails to obey the original 
instructions, and ~hows himself incapable of adapting 
himself to the experimenter. If this phenqmenon 
occurs frequently in an experiment it signifies a 
higher degree of disturbance in adjustment. I call 
attent ion t o the fact that it is quite indifferent what 
reason the test-person gives for the refusal. ~ome 
find that too many ideas suddenly occur to them; other~, 
1. 
that not enough ideas come to their minds." And, 
2. 
again, IlWe must not forget that the f1timulus-word will 
as a rule always conjure up its corre~ponding situation. 
It all de pends on how the test-person reacts to this 
situation.-------It thus happens that the test-per~on 
is unable to react quickly and smoothly to all stimu-
Ius wordA. In real i ty, too, t here are certain words 
hhat denote actions, Rituations, or things, about which 
the test-person cannot think quickly and surely. and 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. Jung. Ihe Arsociation Method. Amer.J of Psychol. 
21, pp 226-227 
2. Ope cit. pp 225-226 
- - - - - - - - - - -
this fact i ~ whown in the association experiments . 
In this case the reaction to the stimulus-word is in 
some' way impeded ; that is, the adaptation to the stimu-
lus word i~ disturbed . The f' timulup -wores are, the·re-
fore , mereJy a part of reality acting upon us; indeed, 
a person who ~hov{R such dif!turbancep to the stlmulus-
words, if! in a sense really but imferfectly adapted 
to reality. Disease is an imperfect adaptation; 
hence, in this case we are dealing with sonething lor-
bid in the psyC.l:le, --with f!OInething that if! either tem-
porarily or per~istently pathological,-th~t is. we 
are dealing with a psycho-neurosis, with a functional 
disturbance of the mind . " In the case of the asso-
ciations to the latent content of a dream this "func-
tional disturbance of the mind" we ~hould expect to be 
1 
the complex behind the dream. According to Jung. 
"This applicability of the experiment "how'" it possible 
to strik~ a concealed, (indeed an unconscious) complex 
by meanf! of a stimuluc-word: and conversely, we may 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. Ope cit. p. 235. 
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
assume with great'cettainty that behind a reaction 
that AhowB a complex indication there is a hidden com-
plex, even though the test-pArc-:on strongly denies it . " 
Before we di~miRs our discUSAion of the con-
trolled association test as a meanR of obtainang clueB 
~or the start of a p~ycho-analysiA, we ~ust not negl ect 
to mention a second way in wl ich it may be used; I 
mean in what may be called the " repeated association 
test" . The procedure to which I refer is as follow~: 
An aSAociation teAt of the port described and di8cu~sed 
above, and made up of word~ chosen from the manifeAt 
content of the subject's dreaM is eiven to him. After 
Fome time, Aay at least a welcJk or two, tte same lipt 
of words is again given to the subject i n just such an 
association test as before. T ere will be s en to 
be many stimulus-wardA; most of the stimulus- ords, 
indeed, that will be reacted to in the second test with 
a different word than that wi- ich wa~ ascociated to that 
stimuluB-\',ord in the first test.· There will, however, 
whose 
u8ually be a few reaction-words will be found to be 
A 
identical with the reaction word to that same Rtimulus-
word in the original pet of aPRociations. 
A transcript of a repeated a8~ociation test 
follows: 
REPEATF~ AfSOCIATION TEST~ . 
Observer ( 7) Dream #176. 
~timulus-words Firf't reaction Second reaction. 
office 1.33 room 1.20 room 
daily 1.00 office 2. 20 paper 
reporter 1.20 lying 1.60 desk 
discuss 1.33 talk 1.60 reaRon 
manaeer 1.50 room 1.00 room 
1mow 1.00 yes 1.60¢ yes 
wink 1.50 look 1.60 eye 
friend 1.GO eirl 2.00 husband 
explain 1.50 rlan 1.40 rea!:! on 
interested 2.00 talk 1.60 .alking 
black 1.00 white 1.20 white 
ring 1.50 round 1:.20 around 
he8vy 1.00 light 1.20 hard 
Engliph 1.33 teacher 1.40 room 
tran!"!ition 1.33 s udy 1.80 period inf]uence 2.00 now 
----------
Average A~sociation time for firQt reaction-l.35 sec . 
Average Apsociation time for second reaction-l.4l sec. 
lilien I say that the word whose associate was 
the ~ame in both the oridinal and the repetition test 
is the ~ord with the emotional tone, my conclusion 
seems to contradict the conclusions to which Jung came, 
By the use of hi::: so-called "reproduction test" Jung 
found that the wordR whoFe reaction-words were not t he 
~ame i n the two te~ts were the excepti onal words, and 
were thoee connected with complexes. I believe 
this contradtmtion, however, to be more a p;arent than 
real. That my met t od differs slightly from that of 
Jung I have attempted to suggept by the difference in 
the name I have applied to it, calling my own method the 
"repea ted-associati on-t es t" • The two me thodp, alth ough 
the y have mopt point s in cOmI:lon, have one very important 
point of difference; a difference that I believe explains 
the apparent difference in repults: namely, the differ-
ence in the interval between the two tepts. JunG's 
second test was given immediately after th e firpt, with 
t he f'uggection t o the f'ubject that he try to remember what 
were the associationQ in the test just completed. In 
my own use of a repeated a s cociation test, I t ried in 
each case to a l l ow the pubject time to f orget the mani-
fept content of the d~eam. and I made no suggesticn to 
the subject that he try to reme r'1ber the former associa-
tions. That the emotion v.hich attaches to a test word, 
and which i8 SYIDltomatic of a complex connected with that 
word should cause the subject to forget, in the Jung 
test, what was the reaction-word in the previous test, 
and that the ~ame emotion attachine to the same test 
word, and symptomatic of the same repressed complex con-
nected with t .lat word, phould lead the subject who has 
forgotten all ab out both t est and reaction-words in ahy 
':> ormer experiment to repl; to the former test word with 
the former reaction-word in my own repeated experiment, 
does not seem tome to l) e in any way a contradictory 
state of aff airs. In the caf'e of the Jung reproduc-
tion test the 8econd set of apsociations follow quickly 
upon the firpt. The emotion ha~ been awakened, the 
resistance to the emeree~ce of the complex into con-
sciousness has begun to- work, and the consequence is 
the subject'~ inability to give the reaction word with 
wdich he replied 0 '1. t he previoup occasion. In the 
ca8e of my own test, the experimentp have been separated 
I 
by such an interval tbat the conditions of the £irst ex-
periment he.ve been forc;otten . The emotional connection 
between the two that would repult from their being parts 
of a peries ip lacking. It is as if a quite new 
association-tept were to he given that happened to hark 
back in itp ~ufge8tionfl to the C"8I!le complex RS that 
aroused by the first. The a~sociations to words that 
did not connect with the underlying complex might be 
th8 same in the repeated association-test, lmt probably 
would not be, seeing that the associative-pair formerly 
given had no necessary and irresistible connection; 
the associations to wordp connected with the underlying 
complex might be expected to l)e the sat:1e, pince the 
two ideas represented by the associative pair are firmly 
united in the suhject's mind by their reference to the 
same underlying and obsessing idea. 
Since we have now covered the subject of 
methods of dream-study based on association, let us, 
before we pass tio the consideration of those ba<"ed upon 
~emory and suggestion. summarize briefly in outline form 
the material that we h vo prese ted in thi Chapter on 
a.f':ociation a8 a mean for the c-tudy of drea An 
oltline covering the main point. of the text to this 
point , follows: 
lmTIIOD 13A ED 01 A C!OCIATIO! • 
(General discus ion of a ~ociation as a method in 
the tudy of dre m .) 
1. Free A ociation---Freud's ethod • 
• lcho-analy i • 
2. Controlled A~ oeiation. 
(a mean o~ obtainin clue for. and ch eking uP. 
p.yeho-anal es.) 
( ) Avera e a soc1ation-time to ord from dre 
compar d to aver e oei t ion-time to 
neutral ord. 
(b) A soc tion-time 0 or 
m nife t content of the 
(c) R poated a oci tion te t. 
11 fro 
e rea. 
1 turn no o a con. i er tion of t 
be 
cond 
main di i ion of th ubj ct of thi eh pt r'--rn tho 
of dream-at dy ba d on memory. II re I t 
y di eu ion 1uh th that 1 ~ not , n 
ing ueb a divi ion, 10 in .ight 0 h er 0 iOu 
fact that all methodR of dream study are, in the nature 
of the case, methodr based ultimately upon memor;! , and 
that we cannot, as I have elsewhere quoted Hiss Caltiuls 
as saying, Ifstudy dreams., but only dreams ~ remembered." 
When I now say that I mean in the following pages to 
discuss methods based upon memory, I mpan that I intend 
to discuss such methodR of dream-study as ma:re the 
clearness and the entirety of the memory of the events 
of a dream, or of the relatiOi of those events bo the 
events of the recen t waking life matters of primary im-
portance. 
Fi ~st, the atte~pt to relate the events of 
the dream-life to the events of the waking life; and by 
an attempt to relate the events of the two series of our 
experiences, I mean an atte~pt to show a natural and 
normal relatioij between them, not 8uch a hidden and ab-
normal relation as the ~reudian. I mean the atteMp t bb 
show a relation between the events of our lives and the 
manifest, not the latent content of our dreams. Are 
the events and the images, the thoughts and the emotions, 
of our dream-experienceR conditioned clearly by the 
events and the images, the thoughts and the emotions of 
our waking experiences~ If they are so conditioned, 
are the events of a co~paratively recent past or those 
f a comparatively remote past of most importance for them? 
And, out of the vast number of the event~, the images, 
the thoughts and the emoti ons of the experiences of our 
lives, even of the experience~ of a single day, which 
will be used for the formation of our dream-activities? 
ThoRe author~ appearing in tbe literature, who 
have made an eppecial study of the relation of dream-
• 
events to the events of the waking-life, have come to 
widely differmng conclu8ions on the basir of their ob-
servations. They do not all, howevpr, r ec ord the 
method they used, ~o that differences between them in 
the matter of results and conclusions may well rest on 
yhe fact that the methods of study have been so differ-
ant in the several cases. The experimenter, for in-
stance, who attempts to gather data on his point by 
means of a questionnaire would doubtless como to the 
conclusion that the events of our dreams are. very rarely 
connected plainly wi th those of . our a'~ing live . ost 
people when questioned will an~wer that they rarely find 
many connections . There are , of courf'e, person, who 
will anpwer that almort every portion of any of their 
dream. if' connected with "'orne actual waking experience . 
At first .ight tnepe differences appear to be real in-
dividual difference~ relating to dream-types , or ~ore 
correctly dreamer- ypes , but I believe that uch a con-
clusion would be entirely mirtaken . That there is a 
real individual difference here i~ undeniable , but that 
hhe difference ir one betwoen ty e of dream~r. I do 
not believe to be tnue . On t he contrary , I feel cer-
tain that the difference is mainl a difference in the 
ability of variou people to make Qu~ficiently deta'l d 
and accurate report of their dre rn" to take account , 
as they experience them, of the event -emotional con-
nection and all-of their waking live., and to rem rn er 
dream and waking event in detail ithout a i tance. 
One can a~ ittle ma e direct inquiry concerning the 
extent to hich the dream ir reI ad to l·fe a one can 
make direct i quiry to find a uppre ed complex behind 
a dream. Tbe method mupt be indirect in bo ca e • 
When a subject is asked, "Do the events in t Lis dream 
connect in any way with the events of your wakinc life?" 
he usually replies with a connection or two, and insists 
yhat these are all the connections that appear. No 
matter how seriously you urge him to think of ptill 
further connections, he wiJI reply that he ca !not, that 
hhere are none. But if instead of urging for con-
nections the experimenter asks, " Is what you h£;.ve re-
corded here absolutely all you can tell me about the 
description of this dream?" the Fmbject will usually 
continue with a further description of the dream itself, 
giving event~ out of the dream-narrative, and eescript-
ions of dream-emotions that he hes entirely neglected 
to give in his written ~ecord. If the experimenter 
now goes over each new bit of data with the subject, and 
says "Has this portion of your dream no nonnection at 
all to any thought, experience or emotion, of your wak-
ing life?" he is ~ ore than likely to find that there 
are very plain connections that occur to the ~ubject, 
not only in regard to these newly discovered fact~ but , 
al~o in reeard to already discussed portions of the 
dream. WitlJ my own dreams, I find that I can at first 
discover very few connections with waking life, but that 
with continued atte~pts to perfectly describe the dream 
more and ~ore connections appear, so that I am finally 
able, in most cases, to cover every important point of 
the dream-narrative with its reaf'nn for being what it 
is, out of the experiences, thoughts and emotions of my 
waking life. Out of a total of 63 of my own lately 
recorded dreams, only 5, that is, 7.9~ bad not such 
close connections. I append as examples, two dream-
descriptions in which I have made such connections to 
my waking life. 
Dream 141. 
I seem to be in a Church, playing the pipe-or6Ln 
for a service. There is a feeling in connection with 
the church as tl1ougl. it were the Presby~erian church 
in Jamestown. I have a scared feeling about each hymn 
as it is given out, for feat it may ne in a hard key, 
and I shall not be able to play it successfully. The 
org,n ir. a combination of a real pipe-org n and an old 
melodian. It has a row of st c p~. On of t . em if' the 
ncornet ll stop . I want to play "Dartmouth" , and pull. 
the "cornet stop" out , to see if I can't make the thing 
s ound better , but it's disagreeable, and I shove it back 
in again . I play "Dartmouthl1 away through. (Clear 
audi tory imagery) I intend to play "..unnes ota lT , but 
the dream breaks off before I succeed. 
Connections with wakin~ life . 
Playing I1h chl:rch. I used to play for church in James-
bown . 
Presbyterian church , and the pire-melodian organ . The 
organ I used to play ~as the old mAlodian in the Con_ 
gregational church. In the Pre~byterian church there 
was a sort of near-pipe-organ , which, to my child's 
mind , was a fearful and a wonderful affair . 
Scared feeling about the hymns . In the day~ when I 
used to play in church I had not yet learned to read at 
a:ight very well . 'Ihen the hymn wac> given out, I USed 
to b e frightened until I had looked at it , and found 
that it was one I knew . 
Dartmouth. Ip the alma mater of a friend. I had 
played the Dar -mouth ~ong over on tLe piano ju. t before 
going to bed. 
Minnesota. I have been feeling a sort of indecision 
about whether I wanted to ~ing it in public. I felt 
disloyal to ~mith if I did, and yet realized at the same 
time that that was Rilly. 
Dlr81lDl 135. 
I was with some Italian men; section-hands, they 
seemed to be. I wanted to taJk Italian with them; 
took great p1A8Rure in their talk, and in having a 
chance again to use their lovely language mY8e1f. I 
said "Buon giorno, Corne sta?" At another time, "Bene, 
grazie, e Lei?" They they asked me where somethilg 
or other was. I can remember only "Dov'e" of what they 
said, but I answered "Ich wei~s nic~t!T, and was then 
overcome with ~hame at being 80 mixed up, and added 
quickly, Hnon 10 so." rhere was something about beer 
in thiR dream, fDr I remember the taste of it very dis-
tinctly, and that it was something like the taate of 
Cbianti wine. 
Connecticns with waking life. 
Italian. A letter recently received from Siena men-
tioned wevera1 of my Italian friends, and included one 
or two Italian words. Just before I went to be d bast 
night I read over an old letter from Signora B. written 
in Italian . 
German . Have stuuegled lately to try and translate some 
letters that were sUDPosed to be written in German, but 
were written in a sort of dialect that made them very 
hard to read. Last year in Germany I u, ed to get 
mjxed up between my German and my Italian. 
"Dov' B~' !he coame as IIV10 i~t" in German. Lately en-
joyed a little joke with a seamstress wor ing at the house 
that hinged on the expre8"'ion, "Wo i t mein Feileral?" 
Beer. Have noticed that the taste of Chianti wine and 
of beer i pomew~at alike. A day or 0 a 0 in Psy-
chology Laboratory beer was mentione in connection 
with an experiment. 
I mgght give dozen of othor dream .• and 
their connection , but t he example I have cho en ill 
be . ufficient, I think, to coho that a trained ob erver 
ean u ually cover almo~t every . ignific nt cr p of a 
dream-experience with it x lanation. out of t e event 
of the aking li~e. he method emphasized in guiding 
connections that do not at first aprear , !IlU~ t, however, 
be indirect. 
The fact that a record of a dream made imme-
diately after the dreamer has awakened, will differ from 
a record of the same dream made after the dreamer has 
been awake for some time, was first formally noticed, 
and made the basis of a method of dre~-~tudy by Foucault 
1. in 19';4. His contention that the connections that 
pppear in the dream-description between the various 
parts of the deeam are not real dream-material, but are 
added to the dream-stuff at vari ous periods after waken-
ing, he sought to demonstrate by the use of a method 
that con~isted of successive records of the same dream. 
Ihis method seem~ t o the present writer to have an appli-
cation never ~uspected by Foucault. 10 make this a T:pli-
cation clear ~ t will be necessary to g o back, for a mO-
ment,to the Freudian Theory. Boncerning the foreetting 
2 
of dreams Freud says, "The foreetting of dreams too , , 
remains unfathomable as long as we do not conSider the 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. Foucault. L'Evolution du Reve Pendant Ie ReVeil. 
Rev. Philos. 58. pp. 408-481. 
2. I igmund Freud. Interpretation of Dreams. p . 410. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - -
force of the psychic censor in its explanation. -
There is no doubt that the drearl is progressively for-
gotten on awakening. One often forgets it in spite of 
painful effort to remember. -the forgetting of 
the dream does not lack a hostile intention." 
1 
And, 
ITlf the report of a dream appears to me at first diffi-
~ult to understand, I request the dreamer to repeat it. 
Thi~ he rarely does in the same words. The passagefl 
wherein hhe expression is changed have become known to 
me as the weak points of the dream's dipguise, which 
are of the sane service to me as the embroidered mark 
on Siegfried's raiment was to Hagen. The analysis may 
ptart from theRe points . The narrator has been admon-
ished by my announcement that I mean to take special 
pains to solve the dream , and immediately, under the 
impul~e of resiptance, he protecta the weak points of 
the dream'p dipguise, replecing the treacherous expres-
sions by remoteit ones. He thur calls my attentioh to the 
expressions he has dropped. From the effort made to 
guard against the solution of the dream, I can also draw 
- - -
1. Ope cit. p. 408. 
------
- - -
concluRions as to the care with which the dream's rai-
. 1. 
ment wa~ wovAn." In the same chapter of his book, 
. 
"We have, then, forced upon us the possibility that it 
(the censor) abates at night, that the dream has be-
come possi l~le wi th this diminut i on of the resis tance • 
and we thur readily understand that, having regained 
its full power with the awakening, it immediately sets 
aside what it wae forced to admit while it was in obey-
ance." 
It it is true that the censor, as so n as it 
regains control of the thought formations, with the re-
turn, after sleep, of complete consciousness. begins to 
repress the mo~t tell-tale parts of the dream, we shall 
at once have an index to these affective dream-portions 
if Vie manage in some manner to keep a record of the pro-
gression of the forgetting. quch a record I atte~pted 
to make with several of my own dreams. The making of this 
record. however. presented difficultien that I had not 
foreseen. 11 would be deSirable, if po. sible,to make 
the times between the succe.sive records of the dream 
reasonably short, in order that it might be apparent from 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. Sigmund Freud. Interpretation of Dreams. p. 416. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
t 
r oor 
• 1 
h o 
oral narrations of the dream show the sa~ e tendency. I. 
finally decided that the best technique for thp experi-
ment was the following: I made the first rocord imme-
diately upon wakening, trying in each case to make the 
dream-record before I had had any conversation with any-
one, and while I was as yet only approximately awake. 
I took care not to read over any portion of what I had 
written, even a word or so here and there, to correct 
any mis take in spelling or English Llat might have been 
made. I then folded the record so that I should not 
accidentally see any portion of it during the day. I 
nwver made the records on days when I expected to have 
leisure for rumination, but selected, for the experiment, 
days in which I expected to be busily occupied in affairs 
that were of interest to me. At noon, or shortly there-
after, I made another record of the dream in the same 
manner as before, taking care as before, not to reread. 
Just before going to bed i n the evening I made my third 
record. The results were in most ca es very interesting, 
but as the records, being in triplicate, are necessari l y 
rajher voluminous, I shall have to content myself here 
with a report of but one dpeam thus recorded. The 
dream-records follow: 
Dream of May~, 1914. Dream-record made at 7:15 A.M. 
I see~ to be somewhere with a man and a woman who 
are trying to overpower me. I don't know what for. Vie 
struggle. I try to make the strength of my wrists count. 
Try to twist something till it breaks, (a neck, a wrist?) 
All of a sudden we seem to be on an island that is float-
ing ou t t 0 see. SOIDe accident has made the place into 
one. We forget our quarrels and rush out to try to get 
back to main-land. I think "how l1i.cky! they would have 
prevailed, ctherwise." 
There are a lot of people gettilg ready to leave some 
place or other. It is evening. Has a "feel" like a 
church or C.E.function. I go and bid peopie gOOdbye, 
and hear somebody say, (~URS P--?) "How foolish it is 
to go all around a room and fpeak 00 everybody~ I feel 
foolish, for that is what I have just done. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
I am looking into a room where "sbe" writep her books. 
"She lT is a woman I know, married. I thin what an inter-
esting room. The fire-light is playing on the walls, and 
hhe things on the walls. The stove is queer, like a big 
arm-Chair, where the back is of hamnered iron with the 
fi re behind it. It is so hot that I think I'd better do 
something to it, or someone will sit on it, and burn them _ 
selves ••• Be~ore, while I was looking at the fire-
light on the walls, I thought how muhh more expressive of 
a per ~ on's personality (who has a strong one) their room 
when they are out of it is than their actual presence. 
(Omitted in 3rd. Had to think to recall it) I also 
notice how many small things shA has on her walls, es-
pecially I see a common colored calendat. And yet the 
ef~ ect is good. I think; "well, RO many things in a room 
are not always in bad taste, then." Notice her de k. 
Is big. and of mahogany, (like O.R.B'~) As I am fussing 
with the stove a closet-door opens and her husband comes 
into the room. I am slightly embarrassed to be diecov-
ered fussing with his sbove, but explain. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
We go out. There is some talk about cremation, and the 
ashes of dead people being kept aroun~. He picks up 
some aRhes out of a big tub full of tbem and intimates 
that that is what they are. I lie dOwn wity my head on 
llis lap. I feel f' 0 iOI!lfortable t sleepy and happy. He 
takes my face in his handf'. I seem to be I should not 
like it, but I do. Have a confused notion that he doesn't 
care for his wife, I take one pUI!lp off. There i<::! Booe 

taste in spite of having lots of little things on the 
walls. One of the things on the wall is a colored cal-
endar. I can now almost see the picture on the calendar, 
but can't qUite. (Had to think hard to remember) The 
-
desk is of mahogany. and looks like O.R •• 's desk. I think; 
this is where she writes her books. Then I think that 
a room speaks louder of the personality of it'p owner 
(when he is absent) than its owner himself. I ac afraid 
the stove is too hot, and that it will burn somebody. I 
start to fuss with it. J st then "her" husband comes 
O ~l t of a sort of closet. I feel kind of fURsed to think 
that he found me fussing with his stove. 
He and I go out, (to the beach.) I lie down with my head 
in his lap. Be takes my face in his hands. I think I 
~ h ouldn't let him , but,I like it. It feels comfortable 
and sleepy. Then I think he doesn't really like hi, wife. 
and that explain~ "it". I take one of my pumps off. 
I worry for fear someone will come and see it of: . There 
is more about the pump, but I don't remember it • 
Record made at 9:40 .. _. 11 . 
I seem to be in a room C'omewhere or other, 
tr. 
strugglinL with two people, a man and a woman· I am 
trying to twi~t Romething, (a neck, a wrist?) I think 
there ip somet~1ing about cy own wrists, but 1 don't know 
what. Wh~le we are still struggling, the place werare 
separates from the main-land and becomes an island and 
starts to float away. ~e all run to try so ge to the 
maih-land. I am glad it has happened, because now the 
people can,·t keep on fighting with me. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I am at some sort of an affair. It seems as if it were 
a church or a c. ~. affair. Everyhody is getting on their 
things to go home. I have gone around the room we have 
jURg come out of, ancl Raid ~OOtnye to every1- ody separ-
at ely. I hear somebody say, (l{1s~ Pomeroy) lTHow foolish 
to say goodbye to everybody like' that!" 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I am in "herlTroom, where phe livef',and v:ritefl books. 
I am looking at the walls. They have lost of things on 
the, yet seem in good taste. One of the thines ia a 
common colored calendar. There i c a funny stove , li~e a 
big am-chair. The back of it is of ham~ered iron, and 
is the ~tove part. I am watching the light from the stove 
play on the walls. I an afraid that the itove is 

too hot, and that sOMebody will sit down in it, and 
burn themselves. ~o a start to monkey with it. While 
I am domng it "her" husband cooes out af a close t • (ll 
wonder what he wil~ think t6 Bee me fu~sing with his 
stove. 
- - - -
- - - - - - - - -
------- - ---
He and I go out. I t ink it was to a sort of a beach. 
I lie down wi th my head in his lap. I think to myself 
that I ought not to do that, but it is nice and warm and 
sleepy and coofortable, and I do it, anyway. I take 
one of my pur:lpS off. rhen I worry for fear some OIle will 
see me wi th it off. I have a feeling, "Well, this ac-
counts for "it". He doesn't like his wife." 
The firs t of these records, as will at once be 
noted, bears all the marks of having been composed by a 
pen1 0n in an only half-awa.kened state. Even the present 
wri tes, who spells according to her "ta te and fancY" 
would hardly, when fully awak , make such a break as 
that in the sixth line of the record. In the narre. tion 
of the third incident of the dream, too, the sentences 
are ::-hort and choppy, and once, at least confused. "I 
seem to be I ,hould not like it, but I do," . ho d, of 
'0. 
-.:ouree, read, "I seem to feel Tl , etc . This record was 
made, then, before the complete return of consciousness. 
It is interesting to note that even before the dream 
could be once recorded a part of the dream is already 
leaving the memory. TlThere is some ~ore about the 
pump" , the first record c-ays , "but r can't remember it . " 
Let us now notice the differences between the 
three records. Taking the narrations of the three 
parts of the drear'} in succession , let ur: trace the omis-
sions and additions that appear. The records differ in 
bhe following details: 
(1) The GGder of the incidents is indifferent in the 
three records. In the first , the incident of the strug-
gle comer first , in the second, the incident of the strug-
gle comes second, the incident of the good-bye co~ing 
first. In the third record the firat order has re-
turned . 
(2) "r try to make the strene;th of my wrists count", 
ap.earing in the morning record, iR mi~sing in the noon 
reoord . 
(3) "Then I went into another room to put on my thinge iT , 
appears in the second record only. 
(4) "I feel fooliflh, for that Its what I have just done". 
in the early paport i~ almost forgotten in the noon edi-
tion, where we find, in place of it, llWhen she said what 
She did, I thought, _______ (mixed up hereJ" 
(5) "She is a womar;. I know, married", is iSf'ing in 
the second and third reports. 
(6) The part about a room's expression of its owner's 
personality appears in records (1) and (2), but is for-
gotten by record (3). In record (1) the promoun ueed 
in this connecti on is lltheir", (sex not stated). In 
record (2) the pronouns used are "he" and "him", (sex 
determined. ) 
(7) The desk, 'of mahoeany, like O. R.B's" was recalled 
only with difficulty in the making of the second re r-ort , 
and by the time of the third report waf! entirely fore ot -
ten. 
(8) The picturR on the calendar does not appear until 
record (~) and is lopt again in record (3). 
(9)"There is some talk sbout cremation, and the ashes 
of drad people being kept around. He picks up some ashes 
Y. 
out of a big tub full of them, and intim 
i e what they are . " Th1 rather stri 
that that 
ncid nt 0 
the fir t re ort fade out of th memory be een the 
first and second report , nd does not return . 
(10) 'I orry for fear o eon ill co e and 0 it' 
(that my pump ic.o. off) doe no pp r in (1) , but ap ar 
in ( ) and (3). That th re a hing or not 
re ember d , bou th pump, iF r ee 11ed in (1) ( . 
bu i forgotten in the 1 t r cord . 
10 ther are certain triki sture bout 
the di f r ne j t riz d. not 
only omi ion occ r Id 1 d to ct , bu 
I I 0 additionE~ m b ie d. eond-
11:. th P rt th t 0 
1 int r tri d d -
criptlon th t b di1 or-
gotten , t , on th oth ic 
and pic UI ou f tur or 
hard to und rc-tand . t 10 
of an incident in dre 1 of n 
that i , it ncr lne1 or di 1c o r c 11 
with successive records, until it finally di~appears al-
together, or the memory of an incident itself will fade 
Blltire"ly away, leaving in its place, only a memory that 
hhere was an incident, now impossible to recall. The 
effect on the memory of the dream-description of some-
thing corresponding to the Freudian censor seems to ap-
pear here. in the progressive forgetting of certain of 
the dream:t'points, and in the fact that the dream-inci-
dents that frre forgotten are not thope incidents that 
we shou1d have judged m08t likely to be lost. We have, 
then, another clue for the start of psycho-analysis. 
We now approach the third and last of the main 
divisions of the present chapter; namely. methods of 
dream-study based upon suggestion. Under this head the 
writer will present the work she has done upon artifi-
cially producing dreams or artificially controlling the 
nature of their content. The fir8t work undertaken was 
with the method outlined by Andrews in the study re-
viewed in the history. Vi~ual stimuli were used. An-
drews reports that her stimuli were sma.ll squares of 
colored glas o , illuminated from behind, and ~imilar 
• 
squares of colored paper. In my own work upon this 
method, I used only the illuminated squares marked 
with black crosses, since the colored paper squares are 
only a much less satisfactory form of the same sort of 
stimulus. The technique of the experiment was very 
simple. It consisted of fixating the illuminated 
square for a period of about five minutes after the 
experimenter had been in the darkened room for some 
little time, enough to begin to feel sleepy, and just 
before actually going to sleep. Red, green, blue and 
yellow were the colors selected for the experiment, but 
after a few trials the use of the yellow stimulus was 
discontinued, and a deep purple uas used in itR place. 
The reason for thir change was that the yelloW, with a 
bright light behind it presented too attenuated a color 
to make much impression. The colors were uRed in ir-
regular order, but aare was taken not to uoe the same 
stimulus twice in succession. 
As to thA criterion that Rhall mark off stimu-
lus-suggested from other dreams, none of the previous 
,xperimenters offer anything definite. It iA, oors-
over , extremely difficult to set up such'" criterion. 
When the ~timulus is, as in this case , a color, it is 
surely not enough that the dream show that color. This 
similarity might , of course, be entirely apart from the 
effect of the stimulus. This same is true , if one , 
green for instance , could occur in so many dreams, 
wherever , indeed , any summer out-door scene was repre-
sented , that the mere occurrence of the color green in 
a dream could have no special significance. I there-
.fore took as my criterion, not only that the color of 
the stimulus appear clearly in the drea~, but that the 
square form of the colored stimulus, the cross on the 
square or some other characteristic of it should also 
appear. For this reason I had to reject several 
dreams as Rhowing positive resu~ts that would very pro-
bably have been included as positive in the results of 
Andrews. ~hile they may very well have been st l mulus -
~U£gested, they id not bear the signs of the stimulus 
bhat I have jus~ mentioned. 
From th i s ~erip.s of experiments, on three out 
6f eight nights I obtained dre ' me that appeared to have 
been suggested by the stimulus. 
examples. 
The following are 
Dream of Night of April 18th. 1914. 
Second night of experiment with box-apparatus. 
RED STIMULUS. 
There was some dreaming that could not be recalled 
on awakening. but the only vivid dream consisted of a 
vivid visual image of a girl with very bright golden 
hair. the Rort that is almost red. I remember seeing 
her whole person at first, then she bent over, and I 
could only see a square, filled with bright, golden, 
shining hair. (It should be noted, in explanation 
of this dream~tha.t tbe light behind tbe opening of 
the box was ~o strong, that the red col r of the stimu-
lus shaded off to a sort of reddish yellow at the outer 
edges. ) 
Dream of Hight of April 17th, 1914. 
First night of experiment with box-apparatus. 
YELLOW ~TIMULU • 
See a Rort of notice-board, with notices i 1 black 
on it. It says in heavy black leeters, Mr. B. has to 
leave 2:30-4--To Entertain At ---
Then and a ~ark like this, 
Here the yellow stimlUuS seems to have suggested the 
light placard of the notice, and the black crosS to 
have been respon~ible for the heavy black markp on the 
mign. The stinulus dreamp all on~urred durine the first 
half of the experiment. After the fourth nieht there 
seemed to be no sign o~ the effect of the ~timulus on 
any of the dreams. 
I tried next the effect on the nature of 
dreaming of a different eort of ptimulation, given, 
however, as in the previous cape, before the nub.;ect 
went to plep,p. Im:;tead of actual vi~nal flp.n8ation I 
decided to upe a q stimuli vis*al and auditory imagery. 
For this test I arranged a ~eries of ~even quotations, 
selected for their vivid imaeery. on plipp of paper. 
These plip~ ,ere to be read one each night , without 
the 8uoject'R seeinG any of the others. I used for 
this test three oopervers. Out of the seven nights 
on which the experiments were carried out, Obeerver (1) 
had three stimulus-dreams , Obeerver (2) had one, and 
Observer (3) had one. In every case the stimulus-
dreams occurred at the becinninB of the series. That 
actual stimulup-drearns were produced seems clear from 
puch examples as the followinB: -
Obeerver (2) Stimulus,--nThe Hound of Heaven". 
I dreamed that I was at Hawthorn and 13th 0treet. Dogs 
WAre jumping around me, and I patted them. 
Observer (3) 9timulus,--I'Aeainst the red throb 
Of its sunset hearti, 
I laid my own to beat" . 
I dreamed that I saw a biB red human heart, and a mants 
hand was squeezing the blood out of it, as one squeezes 
a bag in making jelly. 
The work here reported completes the survey 
of the methods experimentally studied. The writer is 
Rtrongly of the opinion that the methods which make use 
of the association method mn both its forms are those 
that offer the best problemR for the furthe r investi-
gation of the phenomena of dreams. 
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